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Typical ponderosa-.pine of Eastern Oregon

Mixed species of Oregonts Coastal type

Mixed pine stands of Northeastern Oregon

Even aged Douglas-fir stands common to the Pacific

Northwest

Typical old growth Douglas-fir of the Pacific Northwest.

The basic data consisted of the location (by grid coordinates)

and size of each tree crown as obtained from crown maps. These

data were committed to the memory of the CDC 3300 computer and

the entire analyses executed through computer simulation techniques

as follows:

Exhaustive two-dimensional systematic sampling was taken

using one quarter acre sampling units, Sample mean variances

were computed for the three sampling schemes using analysis of

variance principles. Relative efficiency of systematic and stratified

sampling was also computed. The same parameters were also

estimated by variable plot sampling based on 24 points systemati-

cally located at the middle 24 acre of each type. The same princi-

ples were used to compute variances as close approximations.

Eight of the more common non-randomness measures were

compared. To evaluate these methods and obtain the required data

for examining the effect of spatial variation on relative efficiency of

systematic sampling, four new populations were generated from



each forest type. These newly computer generated popul3tions were

sampled in the same way as for the original forest types. Spatial

distribution coefficients of these populations were also computed.

Multiple regression analysis was employed using stepwise

computer program to establish relationships between the relative

efficiency of systematic sampling and the coefficients of randomiza-

tion. Logarithmic transformation was used to satisfy equality of

variances in establishing regression equations.

The results of this study indicated that the relative efficiency

of two-dimensional systematic sampling may vary greatly depending

on the parameter being estimated. For tree frequency estimation

(a discrete variable) of the original forest types the gain in precision

of systematic sampling varied fromZO to 167 percent. In estimating

crown area (a continuous variable) systematic sampling was less

precise than simple random sampling on one forest type, while

yielding gains in precision ranging from 10 to 179 percent for the

other original forest types.

There were no significant differences in precision obtained by

the three sampling schemes for estimating both parameters when

applied to completely randomly dispersed populations. Systematic

sampling was less precise than both stratified and random sampling

when applied to uniformly spaced populations. The loss in precision

in this case ranged from 15 to about 79 percent.



Of the eight non-randonmess measures (measures of spatial

distribution) the point method proved to be best. Grosenbaugh' s

Q-factor which is considered to be the most practical method was

rejected as being invalid.. All original forest types were found to

be clustered.

Regression equations of relative efficiency on the coefficient

of randomization for crown area estimation of the five forest types

were mostlynon-linear. Since these predicting models produced

low correlations and were obviously different from each other, no

attempt was made to establjsh a generalized model. Relative effi-

ciency of systematic sampling for tree frequency estimation was

highly correlated with the coefficient of randomization. 01 the five

equations established, four were not significantly different from

each other, thus they were pooled and a generalized model developed

which turned out to be y = 1. 402x with simple correlation coefficient

of r 0. 81

where:

y = common log of relative efficiency of systematic sampling

x = common log of spatial distribution coefficient measured

by the point method.

Therefore, when an estimate of spatial distribution of trees

in a forest is known, the relative efficiency of systematic plot



sampling can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy. Such

relationships could also be applied as adjustment factors to syste-

matic sampling variance when being treated as simple random

sample s,
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A COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY OF THE RELATIVE
EFFICIENCY OF SEVERAL FOREST SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
AS INFLUENCED BY THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TREES

FOUND IN FIVE MAJOR FOREST TYPES OF THE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

I. INTRODUCTION

Systematic sampling has had a longer history of application in

forest surveys and timber sales than any form of random sampling.

In systematic sampling, plots or sampling units are selected at a

predetermined distance from one another. The first sampling unit

is usually chosen at random but this does not convert a systematic

sample to a simple random sample. However, it avoids the bias due

to purposive selection of a particular series of units.

A systematic sample taken with one random start, provides an

unbiased estimate of the population mean (121, p. 54) but an efficient

estimator also requires a small variance. A systematic sample with

one random start does not provide sufficient information to compute

the exact sampling variance.

The relative efficiency of systematic stratified and random

sampling has been for a long time an interesting subject of investiga-

tion (15, 29, 37, 38, 39, 63, 73, 99, 108, 125). The results of these

studies on both natural and synthetic populations are summarized by

Cochran (22, p. 230).

To approximate the variance of a systematic sample numerous



methods have been suggested (32, 90, 93, 139). Several rather

exact, but highly complicated methods have been developed for

special cases (16, 21, 59, 77, 110, 135).

The validity and reliability of such methods depend on (1) the

satisfaction of assumptions underlying the method and (2) the type

of population, i.e., the distributional pattern of the elements in the

population which cannot be predicted from the sample itself.

The Problem

Foresters and other natural scientists have long been using

systematic sampling designs for practical convenience and economic

reasons. To estimate the efficiency of this scheme they have often

used the random variance formula which can be applied without bias

if and only if the elements in the population are randomly arranged.

If the spatial distribution of the elements of the population is

significantly far from random, treating a systematic sample taken

from such a population as a simple random sample may result in

dangerously erroneous estimates of the population variance. There-

fore, when such variance estimates are used to determine the size

of the sample for a desired error, the result could be very mislead-

ing.

In general, treating systematic samples obtainedfrom most

natural (non-random) populations resultsin over estimation of the
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sampling error. Foresters working with natural stands (often

clustered in nature), being aware of such a possibility have been

accepting an over-estimate of the variance (if this is truly the case)

as a safety factor. This results in unnecessary expenditures of time

and money.

Justification

The existing literature in the field of sampling contains numer-

ous articles concerning systematic sampling. These studies cover

three general aspects of the subject: (1) development of the theory,

suggested approximate methods for computing the variance and

empirical studies of the relative performance (efficiency) of

systematic, stratified and random sampling on both natural and

artificial populations.

By, far the majority of researchers who have conducted empiri-

cal studies regarding relative efficiency of systematic sampling on

natural populations, have used relatively small populations and often

tested only for asingle parameter. Finney(37, 38, 39) and Hasel

(62), for example, used volume of standing timber as the parameter

of interest; Osborne (109) concerned himself with percentages of

various cover types, while Johnson (73) sampled thenumber of

seedlings in nursery beds as the parameter of interest.



The effect of patial rrangement of the elements in a popula-

tion on the efficiency of systematic sampling has been pointed out by

Cochran (21); Matrn (94) and others. No attempt has ever been

made to establish relationships between the "coefficient of randomiza-

tion" and the relative performance of systematic sampling on natural

(non-random) populations. The relative efficiency of systematic

sampling is dependent to a large extent on the type of population (21,

94, 126). This suggests that if a practical and reliable measure or

an estimate of coefficient of randomization of tiatural populations.

is available it could be utilized in the followingways:

A. With regard to the application of various samplIng tech-

niques:

It may be used to develop an adjustment factor, while

treating systematic samples obtained from natural

populations as random.

As a guide for predicting the relative efficiency of

systematic sampling in respect to other sampling

schemes.

As an aid in choosing the most efficient sampling

technique, which will economize the sampling pro-

cedure.

1 Coefficient of randomization is defined as a measure of the de-
parture of distributional pattern of the element of a population
from a truly randomly distributed population of the same density.
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4. As a guide in choosing one of the approximate formulae

sugge sted for systematic sampling variance.

B. With regard to plant population studies:

Determination of spatial distribution of plant popula-

tions in quantitative measures is one of the objectives

in the fields of ecology and plant geography. Numerous

methods have been applied to obtain such a measure,

but they all have, their advantages as well as limitations.

The knowledge of such a measure may not be as vital to

a forester as to an ecologist, but if obtained easily and

economically, it may be utilized in many. fields of

forestry. This measure will be of benefit to the forest

manager, the mensurationist, as well as to the silvi-

culturist.

Most studies have compared two or more sampling schemes on

several populations (often small) with varying but unknown distrib

tional patterns. No extensive study has been made to compare the

most common sampling designs on populations.with known spatial

distributions. Suc,h a comparison would require several populations

with varying, but known distributional patterns and a complete range

of densities.for thorough statistical analysis. The field work required

to make such a study on actual forests would involve considerable

cost. Moreover, such a study would be complicated because of
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changing stand conditions and it would be almost impossible to locate

stands with desired densities, distributional patterns and other

characteristics in the field.

In this study, the most common sampling schemes used in

forestry were compared by mapping the position of each visible tree

from large scale (l:Z5OO) vertical aerial photographs in a given forest

type, and drawing samples from this map. Five forest types repre-

senting different conditions of site, species composition and with

varying distributional patterns most common to the Pacific Northwest,

were studied. Further advantages and necessity of employing this

scheme for the present study will be discussed later.

Scope and Objectives

The present studywas designed to investigate the following:

A. To make an intensive empirical study of the relative

efficiency of several sampling techniques for estimating

two parameters: (1) crown cover area (as a continuous

variable), and (2) total tree frequency (as a discrete

variable), of five major forest types in the Pacific North-

west. Special attention was to be given to the systematic

grid sampling design which is widely used in forest survey

and timber sales as opposed to any form of random sam-

pling. Thefollowing questions were to be answered for



a thorough study of the relative efficiency of sampling

techniques employed.

How does systematic grid sampling compare with

stratified and simple random sampling for estimating

the two parameters of interest?

Does the above comparison vary significantly for the

forest types under study?

Is relative efficiency of the sampling techniques the

same for estimating crown area as for the total tree

frequency for a givenforest type?

B. To apply several of the more common methods of estimating

coefficient of randomization to the forest types under con-

sideration. To compare the validity and relative accuracy

of such techniques in detection of non-random characteris-

tics of the natural forest types under study. To accomplish

this, the following questions should be answered.

I. Do all methods provide equally valid and accurate

measures of coefficient of randomization for various

forest types? If not, which methods result in more

accurate estimates, and can such methods be applied

easily and economically in forestry practices?

2. What are the coefficients of randomization of the five

forest types and how do they comparewith randomly
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distributed populations of equivalent densities and 'with

one another?

C. To establish relationships between relative efficiency ob-

tained by systematic grid sampling for each of the two

parameters, and some of the better and/or more practical

measures of coefficients of randomization for each forest

type. To accomplish this, the following relevant questions

should be answered.

How does the coefficient of randomization of a forest

type affect the relative efficiency of systematic grid

sampling? Does it provide a valid basis for establish-

ing an adjustment factor to estimate the variance 'while

treating systematic sample as random?

Is spatial distribution the major factor affecting the

relative efficiency of systematic sampling, and does

its estimate provide a valid basis for choosing the most

efficient sampling scheme for a given population?

Are the results obtained in (Cl) and (C2) significantly

different for the two parameters of interest and for

various forest types? If not, can a generalized re-

lationship be established between relative efficiçncy

and coefficient of randomization for all forest types

and each parameter?



In the course of this study the following were considered as

minor objectives:

To examine the accuracy of frequency estimates obtained

by point sampling to be used as an estimate of density for

determination of coefficient of randomization.

To determine the effect of spatial variation on the efficiency

of point sampling similar to that of fixed plot sampling.

9
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Sampling in Forestry

Research in forest sampling has been concentrated in three

major areas: (1) studies of plot (sampling unit area) size and shape,

(2) distribution of sampling units (systematic, stratified, random),

and (3) studies involving basic sampling designs. Earlier sampling

designs have used equal probability of selection principles. More

recent forest sampling designs are Bitterlich' s, point sampling

(variable plot sampling) and Grosenbaugh' s "ThreePee" sampling.

These designs. are based on probability proportional to size (PPs)

and probability proportional to prediction (PPp) respectively. The

distribution of plots or points by random, stratified and systematic

methods have been studied rather extensively with results generally

favoring the systematic scheme (22).

Studies of basic sampling designs have been more limited,

since most advances have relied heavily on theory developed pri-

marily for sampling human populations or agricultural crops. Most

forest sampling schemes are presently limited to systematic grid

sampling. Stratified random and occasionally random sampling

have also been used. Eiamples of the use of these techniques were

given by Schumacher and Chapman (122) and Spurr (129). Double

sampling, either for regression or stratification (105) has proved
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to be of considerable value in forest survey (12, 89).

Plot size and shape Early studies were confined largely to

comparison between line plots and strip samples. Wright (126)

compared these on an actual forest by recording the strip sample

tally by two chain intervals. These intervals were treated as line

plots and proved superior to stripsamples. Candy (18) also used

systematic strips and line plots, and concluded that line plots could

yield estimates with a desired level of accuracy. In a similar study,

Robertson (120) recommended a large sample size with smaller plots

systematically placed over the area rather than few large plots.

Research concerning the effect of both size and shape of

sampling units on the accuracy of an estimate started in the early

1930's. Experiments with agriculture crops indicated that long

narrow plots tended to be more efficient than short and wide plots

(19). In forestry Hasel (62) took a one hundred percent inventory

of nine sections of redwood forest using two and one quarter acre

plots (2.5xl0chains). He combined these into sample unitsof

various sizes and shapes and found that the long narrow plots

(Z5x4O chains) gave the best results. Thiswas also supported by

Johnson and Hixon (74) in a similar study. Freese (44) and Meyer

(97) both recommended long narrow plots placed at right angles to

the contour of the land for reducing the sample coefficient of varia-

tion.
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As early as 1935 Yates and Zacopany (141) reported the effect

of increasing plot size on the reduction of the coefficient of variation.

This has been confirmed in later studies by Freese (44), Mesavage

and Grosenbaugh (96) and Meyer (97).

Basic sampling design. The first 30 years of forest sampling

in this country was limited to the fixed plot area sampling (sampling

with equal probability). In 1947 Bitterlich (13) employed sampling

with probability proportional to size (PPs) to estimate basal are3.

The method was introduced into this country by Grosenbaugh (53).

He expanded the method to measure other forest characteristics

such as board-and-cubic-foot volume (52), and later explained its

probability theory (54). Following a period of controversy the sys-

tem was accepted as a valid means of estimating forest parameters,

and a renewed interest in comparative studies emerged.

Point sampling has proved to be superior to conventional

methods in several ecological studies for classifying vegetation (124)

measuring basal area (119); and general forest sampling (8). Afana-

siev (1); Avery (5); Borgeson, Colocough and Young (14); Cox(26);

Deitschman (31), and many others found point sampling to be less

accurate than conventional sampling. In some cases, deviations

from the known mean were as much as fifty percent.

The introduction of Bitterlich point sampling (13, 53) and more

recently htThree_PeeU sampling (55) has pushed the development of



an important concept in forest sampling: specifically that of meas-

uring fewer sampling units. hThree_Peelt sampling theory is es-

pecially interesting, for it offers a high degree of precision while

measuring relativelyfew sampling units.

Systematic Sampling

The literature relating to systematic sampling shows the inter-

play between practical needs and the need for valid statistical tech-

niques, for the estimation of variance. Problems of systematic

sampling occur more frequently than is generally realized and, since

many of the techniques are still far from satisfactory, the situation

offers a great challenge to further development of valid estimates of

sampling variance formulae.

Theory. The first paper on the theory of systematic sampling

was published in 1944 by Madow and Madow (91). The only reference

to previous literature given in this paper was the work by Hansen

and Hurwitz (58) on sampling from finite populations.

Cochran (21) and Madow (90) later provided theory and data to

support the case for systematic sampling for certain classes of one-

dimensional populations. In particular Madow and Madow (91)

demonstrated that in the case of a linear trend in the population the

variance of a systematic sample is less than the variance of a

simple random sample. In a later paper Madow (90) expressed

13
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the relative efficiency of systematic sampling in terms of intra-class

correlations of clusters in a population. He concluded that if the

serial correlations have a negative or positive sum, then systematic

sampling would be better, or worse than random sampling respec-

tively. When the sum of serial correlation is about zero, there is

no great difference between random and systematic sampling.

The paper by Cochran (21) was an interesting development in

connection with the form of correlogram and its effect upon systema-

tic sampling. He concluded that if the general form of the correlo-

gram is a monotonic decreasing function (concave upwards), then on

the average systematic sample is more efficient than both stratified

and random sampling for any sample size.

Yates (137, 138, 140) made a major contribution to the develop-

ment of the theory of both one and two dimensional systematic sam-

pling. In dealing with one-dimensional systematic sampling, he

introduced new methods for estimating the sampling error. Simple

end corrections were proposed for eliminating trend errors which

are inherent in systematic samples with one random start.

The theory of systematic sampling in two dimensions was

thoroughly studied by Quenouille (118) and Das (29). The paper by

Quenouille (118) was evidently stimulated by Yates' paper (140) and

extends the one-dimensional idea of Cochran (21) and Yates to the

two-dimensional case. The paper by Das (29) is similar in concept
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to that of Quenouille (118) but not as complete. More recent develop-

ments in this area is summarized by Yates (139). Overton (110)

evaluated several of the variance estimatQrs suggested by Yates (140)

and applied numerical analysis and numerical integration in his

approach.

Empirical Studies. Theliterature contains numerous reports

on empirical studies concerning systematic sampling. In forestry

alone, there are over 50 papers comparing relative efficiency of

systematic, stratified and random sampling. Several of the more

outstanding papers are summarized below.

Hasel (62) reviewed the pre-world war II literature of sampling

for forestry purposes and stated the usual conditions whereby the

sample can provide the information necessary for estimating the

sampling error. Most sampling methods used in timber cruising,

however, are usually some form of systematic sampling, which do

not furnish enough information to compute the sampling error. To

overcome this difficulty, he suggested taking an auxiliary random

sample, but he qualified this solution as being an expensive practice.

Osborne (109) studied the sampling error of cover type areas.

He reported the accuracy of sample estimates from both random and

systematically selected samples, and gave an approximate method

for estimating the sampling error of the latter. He suggested that,

treating a systematic sample as a simple random or stratified
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random sample may lead to a considerable over-estimate of the

sampling error.

Johnson (73) studied the accuracy of several sampling methods

on forest nursery beds. In his study, systematic sampling showed

considerable gain over random and stratified sampling with only

one exception. He concluded that systematic sampling is recom-

mended if an estimate of sampling error is not required.

Haynes (63) investigated the relative precision of systematic

sampling in 14 agricultural uniformity trials. His findings indicated

that the square grid sampling had the same precision as simple

random sampling in two dimensional populations.

Finney (38, 39) in his first study concluded that systematic

sampling results in considerable gain in precision over random

sampling if no periodicity is present. In the second study, he tested

the method proposed by DeLury (32) for computing the variance of

systematic sampling. He concluded that, since the variation in

natural populations such as a forest do not satisfy DeLury's assump-

tions, his method, though theoretically sound, does not give satis-

factory results if the assumptions are not fulfilled.

Milne (98) examined thecentral square grid, in which the

sampling unit lies at the center of the square in 50 uniformity trials.

It performed better than simple random sampling and perhaps slightly

better than stratified random sampling, although this difference was



not statistically significant.

Matrn (94) has found that for estimating areacovered by

forest or water on a map, the square grid was superior to the ran-

dom method.

Spatial Distribution

The pattern of distribution of a plant population is a funda-

mental characteristic of that population, but it is a feature that is

extremely difficult to describe in precise and meaningful terms.

Ecologists and plant goegraphers have long been concerned with the

causes of patterns of plant distributions and numerous efforts have

been made to express such characteristic in quantitative terms.

The distributions exhibited by populations of living organisms in

their natural environments include an almost infinite variety of

patterns. However, the lack of an adequate method of description

has prevented the development of any system of pattern classifica-

tion other than a most general one.

Development. The whole problem of measurementand descrip-

tion of patterns of distribution was comprehensively reviewed by

Goodall (48) in reference to plant populations. It is evident from

this review that many important concepts of phytosociology have

been based upon the assumption that the individuals of most plant

populations are distributed at random. This assumption is not a

17
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valid one, and it is probably even less applicable to animal popula-

tions. Numerous methods of detecting the occurrence of non-random

distribution are now available, but the degree of departure from

random expectation is much more difficult to ascertain. The signifi-

cance of differences in the distributional patterns of two or more

populations is even more difficult to evaluate. Improvement in the

quantitative analysis of ilantdistributions would be helpful and would

surely facilitate the interpretation of disper sion patterns.

Recognition of the wide spread existence of non-randomly

distributed populations has led to the development of matheinatical

models based on various assumptions about the natural forces active

in the formation of particular patterns. Some models (4) attribute

primary importance to variations in environmental factors, others

(106) to behavioral characteristics of the species concerned. The

various methods available for detection of non-randomness char-

acteristics of the spatial distribution of natural populations can be

grouped into three categories as follows:

1. Quadrat Methods. Most of the so called quadrat methods

are generalized distributions (36), and are based on the assumptions

that the organisms occur in clusters or clumps, and the number of

individuals per clump has another distribution, also specified.

Examples are: Neyman's type hl.AH distribution (106); the negative

binomial (2); the Poisson--binomial (127, 95)thePoisèon-Pascal
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(76); the binomial- binomial, binomial-Poisson and binomial- hype r-

geometric (83). Field observations to which these distributions are

fitted consist of the number of individuals per quadrat. Then if one

of these distributions is found to fit the data, it is hoped that valid

inferences may be made as to the spatial arrangement of the clumps

and the number of individuals per clump, although the clumps them-

selves are not directly observable.

Gleason (47) and Sevedberg (123) seem to have been the first

ecologists to test natural distribution of organisms for conformity

to random expectation by quadrat methods.

The former applied binomial distribution while the latter made

use of Poisson series. Several measures since have been usedto

test the hypothesis of random dispersion based on the observed

data which are usually counts or of presence and absence of

individuals per quadrat. Such methods are basically valid and practi-

cal, but the obtained results are strongly influenced by the size of

quadrat used in data collection (28). Greig-Smith (50) proposed the

use of two or more different sizes of quadrats to overcome this

difficulty.

2. Distance Methods. The distance from plant-to-plant or

point-to-plant provides a variable for the measurement of spacing

that obviates the use of quadrats and therefore eliminates the effect

of quadrat size. Since distance methods have such an advantage
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over quadrat methods, it is not surprising that numerous attempts

have been made to use these methods as a means of detection of

non-randomness (20, 33, 65, 66, 67, 79, 82, 83, 92, 101, 108,

124, 127). Various suggestions have been made, but almost all

depend on the equivalence in a random distribution of mean distance

from a random point to the nearest plant or mean distance from a

random plant to its nearest neighbor and comparedto the expected

mean distance for a randomly distributed population of the same

density.

Viktorov (134) and Goodall (48) measured the distance from a

given plant to every other individual connected to it by means of a

straight line not crossing another plant and used this information to

estimate the variability of the distances. Cottom and Curtis (25)

attempted to ascertain the average distance between trees in a

forested area by using urandomly selectedT' pairs of individuals.

Dice (33) seems to have been the first to use distance between

nearest neighbors in measuring departure from randomness. His

method is somewhat laborious, for it requires several measurements

from each center of origin. The result of such measures are also

difficult to express in meaningful terms of spatial variation. Fur-

ther study of the spacing problem has suggested a method which

requires only a single measurement from each center of origin and

which is superior in its simplicity of computation and ease of
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interpretation. The same measure has also been advocated by

Skellam (127) who has given a derivation of the probability distribu-

tion of this distance.

Clark and Evans (20) compared the mean nearest neighbor

distance with that of the expected mean distance for the same den-

sity. They applied such a measure to a synthetically constructed

random distribution and three species of grassland plots whose

pattern showed various degrees of aggregation, and to an oak

hickory woodlot where the pattern was suspected to be more uni-

form than random. The synthetic random population showed R = . 96

(Coefficient of randomization), and non- significant deviation from

random dispersion. The three grass land patterns had R<1 all of

which showed significant departure from randomness in direction of

clustering. The woodlot resulted in R = 1. 14, a significant deviation

from random, but toward uniform spacing.

Morisita (103) and Thompson (133) extended this comparison

to the mean distance to the nt nearest neighbor. Skellam's pro-

cedure (127) likewise depends on the knowledge of density. This is

a serious objection in practice as the value of the distance measure

is greatest in those circumstances where an enumeration of mdi-

viduals to obtain densityis the most difficult.

Moore (101) and Hopkins (67) both suggested using an estimate

of density obtained from point to nearest individual measurements
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instead. Hopkins used as a. "coefficient of aggregation" the ratio of

the square of mean distance between a random point and its nearest

neighbor (P2) to the square of the mean distance between an individual

and its nearest neighboring individual (12), 1. e., provided the same

number of measurements are made between pairs of indiyiduais and

from points to inc±ividuals. His coefficient is

A- p2

where A is unity for random, greatet than one fOr contagious and

less than one for uniform distributions respectively.

Morisita (102) applied the mean distance to the th, nearest

neighbor for estimating density. He tested this measure on several

synthetic and natural distributions and concluded that such a measure

gives valid estimate of density on any kind of distribution.

Pielou (117) used the mean distance method recommended by

Skellam (127) and applied by Hopkins(67) andMoore (101). She

developed an index of non-randomness measure,

a

where:

D = the estimate of the density of a plant population derived
from quadrat sampling and

= the mean of squares of distance from random points
to the nearest plant.

She examined several populations with varying degrees of non-

randomness and concluded that such coefficient detects
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non-randomness characteristics very well.

Mountford (104) published a supplementary note on Peilou's

Index. He pointed out that when the estimate of: density and distance

measurements are determined by two independent random samples,

two sources of variation are involved. Pielou did not consider the

source of error introduced for estimation of density "D" in her index.

Mountford considered both sources and corrected Pielou's index.

Holgate (65) examined several of the more common indices

of random dispersion based on distance methods and concluded that

it is difficult to compare such methods exactly because each method

depends not only on different mathematical model, but on diffeert

methods of data collection.

Holgate (66) proposed two other indicies for non-randomness

measures. These are the "ratio" and "correlation" tests based on

measurements of distances from random points to the 5th and th

(s<t) nearest neighbors. He examined the above tests on three

populations with known distributions and concluded that both tests

are equally valid, for random distributions, but the ratio test is

more valid for aggregated distributions while the correlation test

better detects uniform distributions.

3. Other Methods. Shiue and Beazley (125) and later Beazley

and ShIue (8) developed a method for classification of the spatial

distribution of trees based on an area sampling method. They
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advocated that such a method can be used in various fields of forestry

research. They applied this method to three sets of field data drawn

from other experiments and demonstrated the general use of the

method in studies of reproduction, tree breeding and thinning. In

addition they suggested a possible theoretical use of the method in

logging cost prediction. This method has not been applied to any

actual data except by Beazley and Shiue (125),

Grosenbaugh (53) discussed a basal area clustering coefficient

(Q) for a given critical angle in variable plot sampling. This coeffi-

cient is simply the ratio of:

x

where:

V = the variance of individual tree counts and

X = the mean of tree counts per sampling point.

He pointed out that this coefficient would be valid only if the

value of (Q) does not change significantly by changing the critical

angle for a given forest type. The performance of this coefficient

has never been tested.

The above coefficient has some similarities to the quadrat

method which requiresthe count of trees, but it is much simpler

since only in' trees are counted. Since it combines tree counts of

various sized plots suggested by Greig-Smith (50) automatically, it

should not have the disadvantage of quadrat method, i. e., the serious
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effect of quadrat size. If the (Q) factor proves to provide a valid

measure of non-randomness, it would be the most practical and

economical method.

Pielou (116) proposed testing patchwork population patterns of

an area against what she termed "random pattern". She also pro-

vided tables which show an apparently satisfactory check of com-

patibility of her "random pattern" model. However, Bartlett(7)

pointed out that her model for non-random pattern, was not inter-

preted consistent with the assumptions underlying the model. He

brought up several other problems concerning Pielou's two-phase

patchwork.

Source of Data

Most studies of forest sampling techniques have been carried

out on actual forest stands and often for a single parameter. The

problems inherent in such methods have been stated previously. To

avoid these difficulties, several researchers inventoried the entire

forest by some basic unit of sampling such as a rectangle or a square

plot. These were then combined into plots of other sizes and shapes

for testing (15, 31, 56, 62).

A procedure that offers much because it allows the study of all

types of sampling units, including the Bitterlich system, is the one

that maps each tree in the forest to scale. Samples are then taken
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from this static population and analyzed. Cottom (24) constructed an

artificial population from random. numbers, and later mapped three

small areas for an ecological study. The method worked so well

that Barton (8) made a similar study on a 20-acre forest mapped to

a scale of 1:36.

Paine (112) in applying the Bitterlich point sampling to aerial

photographs, constructed a crown map of every visible tree from

large scale aerial photos. The map covered 16 acres and was

enlarged to the scale of 1:800. Then point sampling with various

crown area factors (CAF) was employed manually.

Palley and Horwitz (114) applied this mapping technique to

electronic computers. They obtained the coordinate measures to

the nearest meter for every tree on atwo and one half acre forest.

These were then committed to the memory of the IBM 704 computer.

By using a program incorporating the plot radius factor and the

coordinates of every plot center, they could test the accuracy of any

critical angle on all possible sample points of the forest grid.

O'Regan and Palley (108) made a new version of their previous

computer technique and used IBM 704 to study the effect of plot size

in circular plot sampling. They also made some comparisons

between estimates obtained by circular plot and Bitterlich point

sampling techniques. The parameters of interest in thia study

included total frequency, total diameter and total basal area..



The forest blocks subjected to this study were up to five acres in

size.

Arvanitis and OTRegan (3) used a similar approach on the data

obtained from several 20 acre experimental units (blocks). Their

objectives were to investigate optimum combinations of variance and

cost functions for both fixed plot and point sampling for several

variables such as total frequency, basal area, ingrowth, mortality,

et cetera.
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

The basic materials in this study consist of crown maps of

five major forest types of the Pacific Northwest. These maps were

prepared by the author from large scale vertical aerial photographs

during the summer of 1966. The five types are:

Typical ponderosa-pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws) stands in

Eastern Oregon, two storied stands with almost pure

ponderosa-pine in the over story and lodgepole pine

(Pinus contorta Dougl.) in the understory.

Mixed western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla Sarg.),

Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis carr. ), redcedar (Thuja

plicata Donn.), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii

Franco) and hardwoods of Oregonrs coastal type.

Mixed ponderosa-pine, Douglas-fir and other associated

species of Northeastern Oregon.

Saw-timber stands of Douglas-fir of the Pacific Northwest

with associated species of western hemlock, western

redcedar and some hardwoods.

Typical old growth Douglas-fir stands of the Pacific

Northwest, mixed with some western hemlock and

western redcedar.
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Of the above five types, Type land IV are considered to be even-

aged stands, while the others are all-aged.

Photogyaphic Specifications. The specifications of aerial

photographs used in this study were:

All photographs were Of vertical panciromatic type. Photos

of Type I and V were of semi-matte finish printed on

double-weight paper, while photos of the other three

types were of glossy finish printed on single weight paper.

Average scale of all photographs was 1:2, 500 with the

exception of photos of Type I which had an average scale

of 1:2, 670. Preliminary examination indicated that

photographs of larger scales, e. g., 1:1000, cover too

small an area and have excessive parallax while photos

with scales smaller than 1:3, 000 do not show enough

detail for mapping individual tree crowns.

Focal length of the photographic camera was 12" for

Type I and 24" for the other types. Photographs with

24" focal length are considered to be more desirable

for largescalephotography since the parallax difference

is reduced.

Source of Photographs. Photographs for Type I and II were

made available through Dr. Paine of the School of Forestry who

obtained them from the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range

29
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Experiment Station for his previous study. Photographs of the other

three types were furnished by the above agency for this study. All

large scale photographs were taken by this agency during the summer

of 1963.

Location of Forest Types. Type I covers a portion of Pringle

Falls Experimental Forest of U. S. Forest Service, located approxi-

mately 30 miles southwest of Bend, Oregon. Type II covers an area

located about 35 miles southeast of Seaside, Oregon. Type III covers

part of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation located about 65 miles

north of Bend, Oregon. Type IV and V cover portions of eastern and

western Gifford Pinchot National-Forest in Washington, located

approximately 60 and 95 miles northeast of vancouver, Washington.

Size and Other Characteristics of the Forest Types. Crown

maps of 48 acre rectangular tracts (approximately 3, 815' by 2, 180'

in ground distance) were chosen from each of the five forest types.

The main reason for choosing a 48 acre area was simply because it

is divisible by two, three, and the multiple of these numbers used as

systematic sampling intervals employed in the course of this study.

Other characteristics of the forest types such as the mean, variance,

median, range for both crown area and frequency (no. of trees) are

summarized in Table 1 of Appendix A. The cumulative frequency of

the above two parameters are also shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 of

Appendix A.



Methods

Two important factors which made this study possible were the

method of data collection and processing. First, the original popula-

tions were obtained by projecting visible tree crowns from large

scale vertical aerial photographs, using a Kail Radial Line Plotter

to make crown maps. These maps were then enlarged photographi-

cally to the scale of 1:624. This process provided a true picture of

distributional pattern of the elements in the populations, and mini-

mized the task of data collection. The second and most important

factor, was the extensive use of modern high speed electronic com-

puters, an IM 1620 and CDC 3300, available at the Oregon State

University's computer center. Through the use of the above tools

accur3cy as well as speed was obtained.

Crown map projection, photographic enlargement data collec-

tion, the computer programming and the analysis of results were

made entirely in the office. After considering several photogram-

metric techniques, the following method was used for crown

map projection.

Stereo-pairs of photographs were viewed stereoscopically under

the Kail Radial Line Plotter, and the perimeter of each visible tree

crown was carefully outlined with rapidiograph pen (size 00), using

India Ink. Tree crowns were traced onto a sheet of vellum paper,
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using a light table, and then the resulting crown maps were photo-

graphically enlarged to the scale of 1:624.

This scale was chosen because of simplicity of coordinate

graduations in later steps. A square plot of one-quarter of an acre

(the sampling unit chosen for fixed plot sampling in this study) con-

stitutes an area of two by two inches, and hence this scale assigns

whole dimensions to the sampling units. Once all the type maps

were prepared and photographically enlarged, the data collection

followed.

Design of the Study

As mentioned earlier this study was designed to accomplish

the following:

To compare the relative efficiency of random, stratified

and systematic grid sampling for the two parameters of

interest (crown area and treefrequency).

To determine or estimate the spatial distribution (co-

efficient of randomization) of the trees of each forest

type under consideration by several methods and evaluate

the accuracy and validity of each method.

To explore the possibility of establishing relationship

between the relative efficiency of systematic grid

sampling and the coefficient of randomization.
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Since the main body of the present study i. e., the design, data

collection, computer simulation, analyses and presentation of the

results, rests on several major assumptions and basic concepts, it

seems desirable at this stage to explain the basic concepts and

assumptions involved to avoid possible ambiguity and/or confusion

throughout this dissertation. A brief description and definition of the

basic sampling schemes employed is also given.

Assumptions and Basic Concepts

Each of the five forest types studied hereare considered to

be a distinct universe (U). A given sampling design generates a

conceptual universe composed of two kinds of elements (108, 111):

first, the physical universe of trees growing on a particular forest

area, U = {u1, u2, . .
.
,u}, where U is the collection of the elements

of interest (trees), second, partitioning of this forest area into

elementary sampling units, U = {, i, . . where U is the

collection of the elements of interest (sampling unit area). Units of

different sizes and shapes applied to the same forest type defines

different conceptual universes.

If the center of a sample plot or point is considered to be the

locus of the elementary sample unit, then it can be said that a forest

type of finite area contains an infinite number of sampling unit

locations (84). However, these sample unit locations are grouped into
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regionsso that all units within that region contajn the same cluster

of trees; or there is a finite number of units having different values

of the measurable characteristics (such as the number of trees or

total crown area). Such measurable characteristics defined over

the universe U (the forest type) arereferred to as the populations of

interest or Y {y1, y2, . 'N' where y. = Y(U).

The location of the elements in a forest (the universe) can be

described by any convenient coordinate system constructed from the

boundaries of that forest. The size of the coordinate grid system and

the scale of the crown map used will determine the accuracy of the

tree locations being read on the crown map. The grid system used

for this study and other necessary details will be explained later

under "data collection".

Three Basic Sampling Schemes

A brief description of the three basic sampling schemes of:

(1) simple random, (2) stratified random and (3) cluster sampling

is given below. All other sampling designs may be considered as

equivalents or combinations of these three basic schemes.

Simple Random Sampling. A simple random sample is

selected in such a way that (1) each element of the universe (the

forest) has the same chance of being selected as an element of the

sample and (2) each element of the sample is selected from the
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universe independently. The simple random sample provides a valid

basis for computing the estimate and its sampling error. The esti-

mate is unbiased, consistent and sufficient but frequently inefficient.

Stratified Random Sampling. In stratified random sampling

the universe is partitioned into a number of sub-universes or strata,

[U] = {1J1, U2,.. UL), and a random sample is drawn independently

from each stratum. The estimate obtained by stratified random

sampling is unbiased and consistent. The efficiency of this sampling

scheme depends upon the results of stratification. The sampling

error of the estimate isa function of variation within strata, but not

the variance of the original population. The estimate obtained from

stratified random sampling is efficient when stratification is made in

such a way that relatively homogeneous condition is obtained within

each stratum.

Stratification may be used either to increase precision of the

estimators or to obtain information about meaningful parts of the

universe. If maximum precision is desired, one attempts to put

similar elements into the same stratum, and in this way minimize

within stratum variation, or maximize variation between strata.

Cluster Sampling. In cluster sampling the universe is

partitioned into a number of distinct clusters or super element,

[ui = {c1, C,...., CK}, from which a simple random sample is

drawn. A sampling unit C, consisting of a certain number of
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elements is called a. cluster. Such cluster sampling also pro-

vides a valid basis for computing the estimate and its sampling error.

The estimate is unbiased and consistent. The efficiency of the esti-

mate depends on the variance between clusters.

Construction of clusters may be eitherwith the aim of in-

creasing precision of the estimate or for convenience of sampling.

Precision will generally be increased by putting heterogeneous units

into the same cluster so as to reduce the variation between clusters.

Characteristics of Systematic Sampling. Suppose the universe

(U) contains N elements which are numbered from 1 to N in some

order. To select a sample of nuruits, we take the first unit at

random from the first Kunits and every Kth thereafter if N/K is an

integer. If N/K is not an integer, the first unit is selected at random

between 1 and N and every Kth unit thereafter until a sample of size n

is chosen. This latter scheme is called circular systematic sampling.

When the first element is chosen at random it is referred to as

systematic sampling with one random start. When the sample is

taken according to one of the above rules, the estimate obtained will

be unbiased (22, 111, 121). No exact generalized variance estimator

for a single systematic sample is yet known.

In case of sampling according to the first rule mentioned above

and when K x n = N, there are K possible distinct systematic sam-

ples of size n. Such systematic sampling strictly resembles cluster



Bitterlich Point Sampling. Bitterlich point sampling or varia-

ble plot sampling is an example of sampling with unequal probability.

In fact, it is an application of sampling with probab.lity proportional

to size (PPs sampling). This method was originally developed by

Sampling
interval

Clusters
C.

1

1

2

J

n

1

l+K

l-i-(J-l)K

l+(n-l)K

2

2+K

2+(J-l)K

2+(n-l)K

i

i+K

i+(J-l)K

i+(n-l)K

K

2K

JK
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sampling (l3l). To demonstrate this resemblance the K (clusters)

possible systematic samples of size n from a population of size N

are shown in Table 1. However, each cluster is no longer composed

of a group of geographically adjacent elements, but it contains n

elements which are distributed mechanically throughout the universe

(forest). Therefore, this systematic type of cluster sampling differs

from ordinary cluster sampling in this respect, which often results

in greater efficiency when applied to natural populations.

Table 1. The partitioning of universe U intoK clusters
(columns) with n (rows) element each.
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Bitterlich (13) for estimating basal area of standing timber and

later, Grosenbaugh (54) extended the method for estimating other

forest parameters. Titus (132) suggested the use of this method

for estimation of crown competition factor Paine (112) applied

this method to large scale aerial photographs of open grown trees

for estimating crown area and frequency by size classes in con-

junction with aerial photo volume tables.

The estimate obtained by variable plot sampling is unbiased

and consistent. The efficiency of the estimate is depende.nt on the

parameter being estimated. Estimates of basal area or crown area

are usually more efficient than frequency estimates obtained by this

method due to the nature of PPs sampling (22, 111).

For the sake of simplicity, a variance estimator based on PPs

sampling with replacement (22, p. 251) has been used for variable

plot sampling. The variance formulae for PPs sampling without

replacement are too complicated (22, section 9-14). Since the

development of the theory and application of variable plot sampling

is well covered elsewhere (10, 35, 52, 53, 54, 132) no further detail

is presented here.

Relative Efficiency of Sampling Scheme sEmployed

The variance of a population computed based on simple random

sampling scheme is generally considered to be the basis with which
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the precision of other sampling schemes are compared. A sampling

scheme is precise or efficient if it results in an estimate of popula-

tion mean with a small and limited sample mean variance. The

relative efficiency of other sampling schemes is defined as the ratio

of the random variance to the variance obtained by such schemes,

i. e., the relative efficiency of systematic sampling of a given size is

RE Variance of random sample
(sy) Variance of systematic sample

When this ratio is equal to one the two sampling schemes are con-

sidered to be equally precise. If the ratio is greater than one,

systematic sampling is more precise, and whenever the ratio is

less than one, systematic sampling is less precise.

To compute the variance of the three sampling schemes on a

comparable basis an extension of the method given by Cochran (22,

p. 209) applied to the two dimensional systematic sampling was used.

This method is based on analysis of variance and requires drawing

all possible systematic samples (exhaustive sampling) of a given

size, to compute the exact variance of systematic sampling. The

variance of the sample mean for a systematic sample V(5) is

derived from the variation among the mean of K clusters obtained

by systematic sampling (see Table 1, K columns are the clusters).

The variance of (7) for the respective stratified sample,

(with one unit per stratum), would be obtained from the variation

within strata (n strata, or n rows of Table 1), by the principles of
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analysis of variance. The variance of sample mean by random

sampling, V(), is obtained from the mean squares of total varia-

tion of the analysis ofvariance. Thus, the variance formulae used

are as follows:
K

V K i=
(y1 -

N-n wst
n

N-n V(y)
n

where:

(N-n) = finite population correction factor (fpc)
N

= mean of the 1th systematic sample or cluster

Y = mean of all possible systematic sample means

n sample size

V(y) = mean square of variation within strata as defined

above and

V(y) = mean square of total variation of the analysis

of variance.

The above formulae were used for both fixed and variable

plot sampling. In case of variable plot sampling such methods

cannot be considered exact, only close approximation.
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Sampling Units

As stated earlier a crown map of a 48 acre tract (rectangular

in shape and approximately 3, 330' by 2, 498' ground distance) of

each of the five forest types was used in this study. The sampling

unit for fixed plot sampling was chosen as a square one-fourth acre

plot. This results in a population size of 48+ 1/4 = 192 units which

is divisible by two, three, and the multiples of these numbers,

which were chosen as the systematic sampling intervals. The

sampling units in case of point sampling, however, is an individual

tree and the estimates obtained were on a per acre basis.

Since the shape of individual tree crowns is irregular and

seldom round, several suggestions have been made forcrown area

computation. In this study the goemetric average method which

proved to be the most accurate in Paine's study (112, p. 55)was

employed. By this method the crown area of each individual tree, is

computed as:

Crown area = xDxd

where:

D = major diameter and

d = minor diameter in an elipse.

The crown area andtree frequency of a sampling unit (one-

quarter of an acre)was computed as the sum of the crown area
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n

Systematic sampling interval (k1 x k) is generalized as K,
hereafter.
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and frequency within the boundaries of that unit respectively (Appendix

E). The crown center was assumed to be the crossing point of the

major and minor diameters regardless of the irregularities in crown's

shape. This point in effect determined the location of each individual

tree. All trees whose centers fall in a plot or sampling unit were

regarded as inU that unit area.

Sample Size

In systematic grid sampling (rectangular or square pattern), the

sample size n is a function of population size and sampling intervals.
N

(kxk )2
1 w

where:

N = population size

= sampling interval along the length of the area

k = sampling interval along the width of the area

n = sample size

For populations of size 192 units the following sample sizes

with specified sampling intervals were possible:

k,xk =2 3 4 6 8 12 16 24 3Z 48 64 96
w

N =192

n =96 64 48 32 24 16 12 8 6 4 3 2
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of which sample sizes of 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, and 48 were used.

All possible systematic samples (exhaustive sampling) with sampling

intervals corresponding to the above sample sizes were taken (Ap-

pendix E) and the variances for random, stratified and systematic

sampling computed by formulae, previously explained.

Since the dimensions of the crown maps used were of X = 12

and Y = 16, i. e. , 12 x 16 = 192 units of population size, sampling

intervals of three and its multiple were used on the X axisand

intervals of two and its multiples on the Y axis. By this scheme
Ntwo dimensional systematic sampling with n - kl x kw always being

an integer, was accomplished. Point sampling was treated similarly.

For point sampling it was decided to examine five different

crown area factors (CAF) of 1, 000, 1, 500, 2, 000, 2, 500, and 3, 000.

To remove the edge effect the center of each acre of the middle 24

acres of each crown map were chosen as 24 sampling points (Figure

1 and Appendix E). Thus in variable plot sampling the possible

sample sizes and sampling intervals were as follows:

K 4 6 8 12=2 3

Variance formulae previously discussed were used for point

sampling.

N =24

n =1286432
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Data Collection

Since the entire computational work and analyses were to be

done by high speed computers., the collection and recording of the

data had to fulfill the computer processing requirements.. There-

fore, the following information was recorded for each individual

tree crown for key punching.

Coordinate Coordinate Major Minor
Tree crown X in 1/10 y in 1/10 diameter diameter

number inch inch D in mm. d in mm.

45

The X and Y coordinates of each crown center determine the

location of that tree in a two-dimensional plane surface. These

coordinates were measured to the nearest one-tenth of an inch on

the map (1:624 scale) corresponding to about Z..5 feet on the ground..

The starting point (0,0) coordinate for each crown map was chosen

as the southwest corner of that map (see Figure 1).

To facilitate the recording of coordinates, an overlay of

standard (one-tenth of an inch) transparent graph paper was used

over a light table.. The dimensions of the crown maps were 24 by 32

inches. Thus .the range of X and Y coordinates(in one-tenth of an

inch) were from 0-239 and 0-319 respectively. The diameters of

Xxxi XXX XXX Xx XX
XXX2 XXX XXX XX XX

XXXN XXX XXX XX XX
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each individual tree crown were measured to the nearest millimeter,

corresponding approximately to 2. 1 feet ground distance.

Determination of Spatial Distributions

The spatial distributions of the five forest types under investi-

gation were examined by several methods. A brief description of

each method used is given below:

Quadrat Method. The coefficient of P = - was determined

for each forest type where:

P = a measure of spatialdistribution

= the variance of the frequency or count (number of

trees per one quarter of an acre sampling unit), and

= the average frequency per quadrat for the entire popula-

tion (192 units) on per acre basis.

The coefficient P is based on the Poisson distribution and several

tests of significance can be applied to it (19, 28, 50).

Grosenbaugh's Q Factor. This measure was suggested

by Grosenbaugh (53) based on negative binomial distribution and was

called basal area clustering coefficient. He pointed out that Q = is

a v.lid method only if the value of Q does not change significantly by

changing the basal area factor. Here:

V = the variance of the number of "inT' (counted trees)

in variable plot sampling for a given number of points
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= the average number of the "in trees for the same points.

This method was applied to sampling crown area instead of basal

area and the average value of Q obtained by five crown area factors

based on 24 points in each forest type was used.

Element Method. This method was recommended by

Skellam (127) and employed by Clark and Evans (20). It is based

on the distance between a randomly selected individual to its nearest

neighbor. It also requires an estimate of the density, i. e., the

number of elements (trees) per unit area. The coefficient R Ye

is used to test non-randomness pattern. Where:

ia the average of observed distances from randomly

selected individuals to their nearest neighbors and

ie = the expected mean distance to nearest neighbor in

a randomly distributed popul3tion ofthe same density.

The range of values that Rc can take is from 0 4 2.. 1491 for extreme

clustering and completely uniform populations respectively. Since

the true measure of density for the forest types employed was known,

such a measure was used whenever needed. However, an estimate

of density obtained by point sampling could also be used jn cases

when the true density is unknown.

Point Method. The point method is based on the distance

froma random point to its first nearest neighbor. It has several

advantages over element method. The selection of random points
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from which to measure distances is far simpler than the selection of

random plants. It does not require the complete list of the elements

in the population and their locations for random selection and dis-

tance measurements.

In addition to practical convenience, point-to-plant measure-

ments also have a theoretical advantage. As has been shown by

Greig-Smith (49), a non-random population may exhibit dumpiness

of several scales; thus if plants are clumped, from whatever cause,

they may often be present not merely in simple clumps, but also in

clumps of clumps, and so on. When this is so an index based on

plant-to-plant distance will indicate only the smallest scale of non-

randomness present, whereas one based on point-to-plant distances

will be affected by most if not all, the levels of non-randomness

in the population.

Pielou (117) developed an index of non-randomness based on

this method. Her index, a = ir DW is equal to, less than or greater

than (n-1)/n for populations that are random, uniform or clumped

respectively) Where

a = the index of non-randomness

D = density

= the mean of the squares of the point-to-plant

distances and

n = the number of distances measured.



Here again the known density was used as in the element

method and this index of non-randomness measure in its final form

is R = a(n-1)/n. It is noted that the above two methods, based on
m

distance measurements, require the knowledge of density which has

to be estimated by independent sampling. However, the following

methods which are also based on distance measurements, do not

require density estimates.

Hopkins' Coefficient of Aggregation. This coefficient

suggested and used by Hopkins (67) is the ratio of the square of the

mean distance between a random point and its nearest neighbor

individual (Pa) to the square of the mean distance between a random

individual and its nearest neighbor (12). The same number of meas-

urements are made between pairs of individuals and from points to
P2individuals. The coefficient is: A =

and is unity for random

distributions, greater than one for contagious distributions and less

than one for uniform distributions.

The above distance methods are all based on distance measure-

ments to the first nearest neighbor only. The following two methods

are based on distance measurements, but require measurements to

the th nearest neighbor and do not require density estimates.

Ratio Method. This method was developed by Holgate (66)

and is based on the sample mean of the ratio

zst
=

x

49
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of the squares of the distances to the 8th and t' nearest individual

from each randomly selected point where s<t. He developed the

mathematical models for this method and an index table for expected

value and sampling error of Zst for small s and t.

G. Correlation Method. This method also developed by Holgate

(66) is based on the sample correlation coefficient (r5) between the

measures of distance squared to the 5th and tth nearest plants from

each randomly located sample point, where s< t. He indicated that

aggregation tends to increase both of these statistics. The effect of

uniform arrangement such as a square lattice will depend on s and t,

Holgate believes. For instance, Z12 and r12 will tend to be decreased,

while for large p, (Z and Z + i will be increased.

He presented a mathematical model for his correlation test

and provided an index table for large samples expected values and

sampling error of r for small s and t.

Buffer Strip for Distance Methods

In applying the distance methods to finite populations a diffi-

culty arises about the elements or random points selected at or very

near the population boundaries. Since the location of elements just

outside the boundaries are not known, the distance measurements

would be limited to the inside elements only, which introduces a

bias in the method simply because the elements inside may not

necessarily be the nearest elements. To remove this difficulty, it

was necessary to create a buffer strip around the population and
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select the random elements or points only within the boundaries of

the original population, and not in the buffer zone.

To accomplish this, the middle 35 acres of each type was used

for distance methods leaving out a strip about 104 feet wide around

the population as a buffer zone. Then the random individuals or

points were selected within this middle 35 acre area only, but with

the allowance of including the elements in the buffer zone as the

first, second, . ., and fifth nearest neighbor (see Figure 1).

It may be argued that the coefficient obtained is only valid for

the middle 35 acres, however, it was assumed that the distributional

pattern of the elements in the buffer strip were the same as that of

the middle 35 acres or the differences were negligible.

Number of Distances Measured

Several workers (20, 67, 101, 102) who have examined distance

methods, believe that if the number of distance measurements are

around 1 50, the coefficient of randomization obtained would be fairly

reliable. In this study it was decided to measure 200 distances for

all methods involving distance measurements for each forest type.

In case of Holgate's ratio axd correlation test (66) It was

decided to measure distances up to the fifth nearest neighbors. In

other cases only the distance to the first nearest neighbor was used,



Comparison of Methods of Determination of
Spatial Distribution

As stated earlier and specified by other workers (65, 81) it is

difficult to compare various tests of non-randomness because they are

not only based on different mathematical models, but on different

methods of data collection. However, if a particular type of natural

organism or population (with known spatial distribution) is subjected

to empirical tests by several methods of non-randomness measures,

the relative accuracy of such methods for that particular population

or similar organisms can be evaluated. It should be noted that the

results of such empirical tests cannot be generalized by any means,

but they may provide reasonably valid guidelines in working with

similar populations.

Such empirical tests were conducted on the forest types under

consideration. To evaluate the relative performance of various

methods of non-randomness measures, it was necessary to have

several populations with various but known degrees of spatial distri-

bution. Such populations were generated through computer simula-

tion. Several previous workers (20, 66, 67) have also used synthetic

populations of small sizes of known spatial distributions.

Since the newly generated populations also provided basic data

for the next phase of the study, i. e., to establish correlations be-

tween the relative efficiency of sampling techniques and spatial

52



0.0

Coefficient of Randomization

Figure 2. The hypothesized relationship between the
population variance and coefficient of randomi-
zation.

When characteristics of the elements in a population are

measured on a unit area basis, the variance becomes a function of

the spatial arrangements of the elements throughout the area. The

more heterogeneously arranged elements the greater the variance,

1.0 2.0
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variation, it was necessary to generate these populations so as to

cover a wide range of possible spatial distributions.

It was hypothesized that the variance of a given population in

respect to spatial arrangement of the elements within that population

may vary as in Figure 2.
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while the more homogeneously arranged elements the smaller the

variance. The two extreme ends of the curve can be easily accepted

by intuition. It is expected to encounter the largest variation with

extreme chistering or dumpiness as opposed to the least variation

in case of uniform arrangement. In fadt, if the elements are arranged

completely uniform, the expected variance should approach zero.

When the spatial distribution of the elements are somewhere

between these two extreme points, then the magnitude of the variance

should obviously be somewhere between its maximum possible value

and zero. What would be the exact s.ape of the function? It cannot

be predicted. However, when the parameter o interest is the fre-

quency or number of trees per unit area, it can be reasoned as

follows:

For extreme clustering there would be few sampling units with

many trees and many sampling units with no trees, thus resulting in

highest population variance. A slightly less clustered forest type

of the same density, is bound to have more sampling units with

fewer trees and still fewer or no sampling units with no trees at all,

thus great reduction in the overall variance. The variance, there-

fore should drop sharply, when moving away from extreme clumpi-

ness as indicated in Figure 2. As the spatial distribution moves

from clustering toward uniformity, the variance should decrease

with a decreasing rate, and perhaps drop sharply for a completely

uniform distribution.



Characteristics of Computer Gene rated Populations

Based on the above assumptions, it was decided to generate

several populations with different spatial distributions from each

of the five forest types by computer simulation. Since most of the

natural forest types show more or less clumpy characteristics,

and contagious distributions are more difficult to characterize, no

attempts were made to generate populations with higher degrees of

clustering than the original forest types. Four populations were

generated from each original forest type as follows:

1. Semi-randomly distributed population: A new population

was generated from each forest type by relocating 20

percent of the total number of trees of that forest type

at random. This was accomplished by selecting 20 percent

of the trees at random and relocating them by assigning

new randomly selected X and Y coordinates. Proper

conditional statements were built into the program to

avoid selecting locations which were already occupied by

other trees.

Such a newly generated ppulätion is referred to as

semi-random. The spatial distribution of this population

cannot be predicted beforehand, but, if the original forest

type is somewhat clustered it is hoped that the rearrange-

ment of 20 percent of the trees will change the distributional

55
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pattern toward randomness. If the non-randomness

coefficient of the original population is somewhere around

point A, then the semi-random population should have a

coefficient closer to one (Figure 2).

The major reason for generating semi-random

population was to evaluate the effect of slight randomiza-

tion on the reduction in variance and also the relative

efficiency of sampling techniques employed. The choice

of 20 percent randomization was somewhat arbitrary.

Completely random population: A one hundred percent

randomly rearranged population. was also generated from

each of the forest types. The randomization process was

similar to generating the semi-random population; the

difference being that all trees of each forest type were

relocated at random with the same precautionary measures

taken as in case of semi-random populations.

Completely uniform population: When all elements of each

forest type are selected at random, but relocated equi-

distant from each other, a completely uniform distribution

was obtained. The principles of an even hexagonal pattern,

which gives maximum spacing between individuals was

used. In such a distributional pattern each individual will

be equidistant from six other individuals (except those at
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the periphery of the population). After computing '1du"

(the distance between individuals in such a uniform popula-

tion) (20), the location of the first tree was chosen at

random by selecting a point between Q and du for both

X and Y coordinates, then the remaining individuals were

randomly selected but uniformly spaced on a row and

column basis.

4. Semi-uniform population: A semi-uniformpopulation was

generated similar to completely uniform population but

only 80 percent of the trees were selected at random and

relocated uniformly. The other 20 percent were selected at

random and were scattered randomly throughout the

population. In case of semi-uniform populations as in

semi-random, the distributional pattern cannot be pre-

dicted beforehand, but it would be somewhere between

those of completely random and completely uniform

populations. In terms of the hypothesized function in

Figure 2, it was hoped that the semi-uniform populations

would have coefficients of randomization close to point B.

The four newly generated plus the original result in five popu-

lations with various degrees of spatial distribution for each forest

type. The two distributional patterns of completely random and

completely uniform are of special interest; because they provide not
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only a basis for comparing the accuracy of various methods of non-

randomness measures, but also serve as a basis for comparing the

relative efficiency of the sampling schemes used.

Since the ex3ct spatial distribution of completely random and

uniform populations are known, the accuracy of various methods of

non-randomness measures can be evaluated when applied to such

populations. The expected coefficient of randomization for most

methods employed is unity for randomly distributed populations,

thus those methods which result in coefficients close to unity when

applied to completely random populations are considered to be

accurate. When the same methods are applied to completely random

and uniform populations generated from various forest types both

accuracy and consistency of the methods can be evaluated.

The five distributional patterns of each forest type, should

provide enough information to examine the effect of randomization

on the population variance, and evaluate the accuracy and perform-

ance of non-randomness coefficients. Finally the effect of spatial

distribution on the relative efficiency of the sampling techniques

employed can be analyzed.

Relative Efficiency of Sampling Techniques
As Influenced by Spatial Distribution

To establish correlations between the relative efficiency of the

sampling schemes employed and the spatial distribution of trees in
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the various forest types under study, stepwise multiple regression

analysis techniques and high speed computers were used. For the

regression model, the relative efficiency of a given sampling scheme

was the dependent variable, while treating various functions of the

estimated coefficient of randomization by a given method, i. e.,

quadrat, distance methods, etc., as the independent variables. The

design was set up as follows:

Treatment of Each Individual Forest Type. Since the five

forest types under study were distinctly different from one another,

it was necessary to run regression analysis on each type separately

for preliminary analysis. Within each type the relative efficiency

of various sampling schemes were not only to be examined for the

two parameters of interest, i.e., crown area and frequency, but

also for each of the methods of determination of coefficient of ran-

domization. This combination of cases result in numerous regression

runs for each forest type, however, those cases which had low corre-

lations on the first type examined were to be excluded for thè re:-

maining types.

Transformation and Weighting. As described earlier the

relative efficiency of a given sampling scheme is the ratio of the

variance computed by such a scheme to its equivalent variance ob-

tainable by simple random sampling. The relative efficiency,

therefore, is a measure expressed in the form of ratio. Using the
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relative efficiency as dependent variable in regression analysis

creates unequality of variances between the X-arrays 'which were to be

corrected by means of transformation or weighting, to satisfy one

of the major assumptions underlying regression analysis based on the

least squares method.

Similar transformations or weighting may also be required for

some of the independent variables. Since the relative efficiency and

in most cases the measure of spatial distribution are in ratio forms,

it seemed that logarithmic transformation were most suitable.

C. Comparison and Selection of a General Model. The esti-

mated regression equations for each forest type (with various cases)

were to be evaluated based on their value of R2 (the multiple regres-
2

sion correlation) and standard error. Those equations with lower R

and higher standard errors 'were to be excluded. Once the final

equations were selected for each forest type, attempts 'were to be

made to compare the models of various forest types by analysis of

covariance. Those regression models used in the analysis of

covariance 'which did not prove to be significantly different from

each other could be pooled, to establish a generalized regression

model for the respective forest types and a given dependent variable.
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IV. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Comparison of Sampling Techniques

Variance of the Mean

Variances of the sample means obtained by random, stratified

and systematic sampling schemes for various sample sizes are given

in Tables 1 through 10 of Appendix B. Each table contains the van-

ances for the two parameters of interest (crown area and tree fre-

quency) of the forest type specified and its corresponding computer

generated populations. These tables are also designated by sampling

designs(fixed or variable plot) employed. In case oIyariable plot

sampling the data obtained for CAF of 2000 only is given.

A careful study of these tables should reveal the relative per-

formance of the sampling techniques used. However, in order to

express these results in a more understandable form, the same data

for original forest type II is presented graphically in Figures 3 through

6.

In order to reduce the data to figures more readily comparable

among the sampling schemes, forest types, and their corresponding

computer generated populations, various approaches were considered

of which the following are presented here.

1. Ranked Variances. The first comparison was made by
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ranking the variances obtained by the three sampling schemes and

for all seven sample sizes. The average ranks for each sampling

scheme at each sampling intensity for the original forest types and

their corresponding computer generated populations are shown in

Tables 2 and 3.

The ranked data were subjected to the analysis of variance

(randomized block) for the five original forest types to test the

differences (41, 45, 63, 71, 78, 85). When ranked data is used in

the analysis of variance, it results in equal totals for all replications.

Therefore, the sums of squares for replications and its degrees of

freedom reduces to zero. This is because ranking automatically

assigns a single constraint to each replication. Hence, the total

degrees of freedom for the analysis of variance is reduced by the

number of replications (85, p. 477-478).

An example of the details of analysis of variance for the

ranked variances is shown in Table 4. The results of allanalyses

for the five forest types and their respective computer generated

populations is shown in Table 5.



Table 2. Average rank of variance of () of the sampling
techniques for crown area estimation for the
original forest types and their corresponding
computer generated populations.

Type of population
Forest Semi- Completely Semi- Completely Overall

67

type Original random random uniform - uniform average

I 2.71 2.71 2.43 2.14 2.29

II 3.00 3.00 1.43 2.00 2.00

III 2.71 2.71 2.00 1.29 1.86

IV 2.00 1.86 2.86 2.71 2.00

V 2.71 2.. 71 2.. 14 2. 14 2.29

Average 2.63 2.60 2.17 2.06 2.09 2.31

I 1.57 1.71 1.29 1.14 1.14

II 2.00 1.86 2.29 1.00 1.00
4:1
o 4-s III 1.57 1.. 71 2.. 14 L. 71 1.43

43

IV 1.00 1.14 1.86 1.14 1.00
CJ)

V 1.29 1.57 2.. 57 1. 14 1.29

Average 1.49 1.60 2.03 1. 23 1. 17 1.50

I 1.71 1.57 2.. 29 2.71 2. 57

II 1.00 1.14 2.29 3.00 3.00

IU 1.71 1.57 1.86 3.00 2.71

IV 3.00 3.00 1.29 2. 14 3.00
CIj 2.00 1.71 1.29 2.71 2.43

Average 1.89 1. 80 1.80 2.71 2.71 2. 19



Table 3. Average rank of variance of () of the sampling
techniques for tree frequency estimation of the
original forest types and their corresponding
computer generated populations.

Type of population
Forest Semi- Completely Semi- Completely Overall

68

type Original random random uniform uniform average

I 2.84 2.84 2.71 1.86 214
II 3.00 3.00 1.14 1.57 2.00

0 III 2. 84 2. 84 1.57 2.00 2.00
(Ti IV 3.00 3.00 2.29 2.00 2.00

V 3.00 2.84 1.43 1.86 2.00

Average 2.94 2.91 1.83 1.86 2.03 2.31

I 1.86 1.86 1.43 1. 14 1. 00

II 2.00 2.00 2.29 1.43 1.00

0 .-s III 1.86 1.86 2.00 1.00 1.00

IV 1.71 1.43 1.71 1.00 1.00I+
.r-I V 1.71 1.86 2.29 1.14 1.00

Average 1.83 1. 80 1.94 1.14 1.00 1.54

I 1.29 1.29 1.86 3.00 2.86
0 II 1.00 1.00 2.57 3.00 3.00
(Tj

III 1.29 1.29 2.43 3.00 3.00

U) IV 1.29 1.57 2.00 3.00 3.00

V 1.29 1.29 2.29 3.00 3.00

A.verage 1.23 1.29 2.23 3.00 2.97 2.14



Table 4. Example of analysis of variance of the ranked variances
for crown area estimation of the five original forest
types.

Degrees
Sums of of Mean

Source of variation squares freedom squares

Replications 0 0 0

Sampling techniques 23.5 2 11.75

Error 46. 5 68 0. 684

Total 70.. 0 70

Significant at one percent level.

F

17. 18

69

2. Relative Efficiency. The above comparisons did not

account for the magnitude by which one sampling method differed

from another. Methods considered to evaluate their magnitude

were coefficients of variation, signed rank sum test, rank correla-

tion test (63) and relative efficiency. Of these, only results of the

relative efficiency method are presented here.

Relative efficiency, of a sampling method may be considered

in terms of the number of randomly selected sampling units needed

to furnish the same precision as a sample of 100 units selected by

that method. These values are presented in Tables 1 and 2 of

Appendix C.

The average relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling for



Table 5. Summary of the analysis of variance and specific hypothesis testing of the ranked variances obtained by three sampling techniques. Crown
area and tree frequency estimations of the original forest types and their corresponding completely random and uniform population are
compared.

Parameter
of interest

St and Sy are abbreviations for simple random, stratified (with one unit/stratum) and systematic sampling respectively.

C

Type of
population

Comparison made F-test of
significance

Conclusion reached Significant
at

Original R, vs. St., vs. Sy 17. 18 The three methods are not equally precise 1%

Sy, vs. St. 4. 09 Systematic sampling is more precise than stratified 59

Sy, vs. R. 14. 11 Systematic sampling is more precise than random 1%

Completely R, vs. St. , vs. Sy 1. 21 The evidence failed to detect differences
random Sy, vs. St. 0. 92 The evidence failed to detect differences

Sy, vs. R. 2. 42 The evidence failed to detect differences

Completely R, vs. St., vs. Sy 52. 47 The three methods are not equally precise 1%

uniform Sy, vs. St. 64. 82 Systematic sampling is less precise than stratified 1%

Sy, vs. R. 16. 98 Systematic sampling is less precise than random 1%

Original R, vs. St. , vs. Sy 107. 20 The three methods are not equally precise 1%

Sy, vs. St. 25. 20 Systematic sampling is more precise than stratified 1%

Sy, vs. R. 206. 17 Systematic sampling ismore precise than random 1%

Completely R, vs. St., vs. Sy 1. 51 The evidence failed to detect differences
random Sy, vs. St. 1. 45 The evidence failed to detect differences

Sy, vs. R. 2. 84 The evidence failed to detect differences

Completely R, vs. St., vs. Sy 117. 25 The three methods are not equally precise
uniform Sy, vs. St 569. 06 Systematic sampling is less precise than stratified 1

Sy, vs. R 234. 70 Systematic sampling is precise than random 1%
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the seven sampling intervals were computed for both parameters

for all five forest types and their corresponding computer generated

populaUons. These values are shown in Table 6. The graphical

presentation of the same data is shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Discussion

Systematic Fixed Plot Sampling. Tables 1 through 5 of

Appendix B and Figures.3 through 6 indicate that, on the average

systematic plot sampling was much more precise than both stratified

(one unit/stratum) and random sampling in estimating tree frequency

for the five original forest types studied. Values of relative effi-

ciency of systematic plot sampling are given in Table 1 of Appendix

C. The average relative efficiency of systematic sampling over

seven sampling intervals for each forest type and its corresponding

computer generated populations are presented in Table 6. Those

figures corresponding with the original five forest types represent

the magnitude of gain in precision by systematic plot sampling over

simple random sampling.

information given in the above tables also indicate that the

precision of systematic plot sampling was greater than stratified

and random sampling for crown area estimation in four out of five

cases. The original forest type IV was the exception for which

systematic plot sampling produced significantly larger variance than
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Table 6. The average relative efficiency of systematic (fixed plot)
sampling for crown area and tree frequency estimation
of the five forest types and their corresponding computer
generated populations.

Forest type Type of population

Relative efficiency ofsystematic sampling
Tree

Crown area frequency

Original 1.11 1.80
Semi-random 1.20 1.39

I Completely random 1.03 1.04
Semi-uniform 0.90 0.61
Completelyuniform 0.83 0.45

Original 2. 79 2. 45
Semi-random 1.87 1.75

II Completely random 1. 07 0.93
Semi-uniform 0.. 53 0. 3.9
Completely uniform 0.35 0.21

Original 1.20 2.67
Semi-random 1. 1.0 2. 05

III Completely random 1.02 0.99
Semi- uniform 0. 80 0. 80
Completely uniform 0.. 66 0. 33

Original 0. 60 1. 77
Semi-random 0.82 1.43

Iv Completely random 1. 40 1. 06
Semi-uniform 1.09 0.64
Completely uniform 0. 79 0.. 34

Original 1. 1,4 1.. 68
Semi-random 1.48 153

V Completely random 1.. 08 1.00
Semi-uniform 0.74 0.62
Completely uniform 0. 85 0. 45
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both stratified and random sampling. The precision gained by

systematic sampling over simple random sampling was the greatest

for forest Type II. The reason for this is primarily due to the char-

acteristicsof the forest types and can be explained as follows:

An examination of Table 1 of Appendix A indicates that forest

Type IV was very dense, both in terms of crown area and number of

trees per acre. Average tree crown area was 357 square feet, the

third lowest while the average number of trees per plot was the

highest (13 trees). On the other hand forest Type II had the largest

average tree size (614 square feet), the fewest number of trees per

plot (6 trees), but its crown area per acre was 81 percent of forest

Type IV. These major differences plus other information given in

Table 1 of Appendix A may be rationalized as follows:

Forest Type II with a small number of large trees is highly

clustered (Coefficient of randomization = 1. 576). This creates the

most heterogeneous types from the stand point of crown area. Such

heterogeniety may be simply thought of as high variation between

plots, i. e., relatively large number of highly dense plots (patches)

and also large number of empty plots (gaps), (Figures 1 through 3

of Appendix A). This is the situation which results in the highest

precision by syst.ematic fixed plot sampling.

Forest Type IV had both the greatest number of trees and

percent crown cover per plot, but the crowns were more equal in
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size, and not as highly clustered. This situation results in the

most homogeneous stand (from the stand point of crown cover) and

creates low variation between plots. In such situations systematic

plot sampling performs poorly, since the units selected in a sample

will be more homogeneous and hence cause high variation between

systematic samples.

Systematic Variable Plot Sampling. Tables 6 through 10 of

Appendix B and Figures 5 and 6 are the basis of discussion of

the performance of systematic variable plot sampling. No clear cut

conclusion can be drawn from these results for several reasons.

First, the total number of sampling points selected (N=24, population

size) were too small, so were the sampling intervals and sample

sizes which result in few degrees of freedom for variance computa-

tion. Second, the application of variance formulae based on selection

with equal probabilities to variable plot sampling (PPs) as an approx-

imate method. Finally (PPs) sampling should be treated as sampling

with replacement, not sampling without replacement.

However, the following general statements can be made based

on the results of this study. When estimating both crown area and

tree frequency, the variance of systematic variable plot sampling

produced distinct periodicity (Figures 5 and 6). The variance

from one sampling interval to the next sometimes varied as much

as 50 times (Figure 5 and Table 7 of Appendix B). The observed
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Table 2 indicates similar results for crown area estimation

excluding Type IV. The gain in precision by systematic sampling

for crown area estimation was not as large as that of tree frequency.

The variance of Type IV as estimated by systematic plot sampling

was larger than for stratified and random sampling for crown area

estimation. An explanationwas given previously, concern-

ing the homogeniety of the elements within this forest type (even-

aged saw-timber Douglas-fir).

Analysis of Variance Results. To examine these results in

more detail reference is made to the analysis of variance calcula-

tions presented in Tables 4 and 5. Table 5 is self explanatory and

can be interpreted as follows:

On the average systematic plot sampling was significantly

(at one percent level) more precise than stratified and

simple random sampling for both crown area and tree

frequency estimation of the original forest types.

The three sampling schemes were equally precise when

applied to completely random generated populations

(populations in random order as called by Cochran) (22,

p. 214).

Systematic plot sampling was the least precise (significant

at one percent level) scheme when applied to completely

uniformly spaced populations in estimating both parameters
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(crown area and tree frequency). Stratified sampling was

the most efficient method for uniform populations and it

was significantly (at one percent level) more precise than

simple random sampling.

Results Based on Relative Efficiency. Based on results pre-

sented in Table 6 and Figure 7, the following statements can be made

about tree frequency estimation.

When estimating tree frequency systematic plot sampling

was much more efficient than random sampling for all

original forest types (significantly clustered distributions).

The highest precision was observed in case of forest Type

III, where the variance obtained by systematic sampling

was 2. 67 times smaller than that of simple random samp-

ling.

For completely random populations, systematic plot

sampling was equally as efficient as random sampling

for all forest types studied. The average relative effi-

ciency in this case was close to unity.

In all cases systematic plot sampling was less precise

than random sampling in estimating tree frequency for

uniform populations. It was least precise for completely

uniform population generated from Type II, where relative

efficiency was 0.21. This simply means that the variance
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obtained by systematic sampling 'was almost five times

larger than that of random sampling..

When the elements in a population are uniformly spaced (sys-

tematically located) and the parameter of interest is tree frequency,

systematic sampling performs poorly because the number of ob-

servations per plot will be similar and the variation within a sample

is reduced to a minimum. The more homogeneous the elements

within systematic sample, the larger is the variation between sys-

tematic samples and hence the computed variance based on the

variation between systematic samples will be maximized. On the

other hand the variance of random sampling which is based on the

total variation will be minimized. Therefore, the relative efficiency

of systematic sampling should also be minimized whichis basically

due to imposing one systematic design over another one (systematic

sampling from systematically spaced population).

A careful study of Table 7 and Figure 8 reveals that:

1. In estimating crown area, systematic plot sampling

was 2. 79 times as precise as random sampling for

forest Type II. This type was the most heterogeneous

(from the standpoint of crown area). Systematic samp-

ling resulted i.n the lowest precision for the uniform

population generated from this type. Hence, it can be

concluded that uniform spacing reduced the heterogeniety



of this type to a minimum.

2, Systematic sampling performed slightly better than random

sampling for Type I and V (slightly heterogeneous). When

these types were partially randomized, the efficiency of

systematic sampling improved. This indicates that the

randomization process increased theheterogeniety of

these populations (some tree crowns overlapped creating

patches and gaps). The process of randomization there-

after homogenized these populations and hence decreased

the precision of systematic sampling..

3. Type IV was the most dense and most homogeneous (in

terms of crown area) of all types studied. For this

reason the precision of systematic plot sampling was

lowest (0. 60) for the original distribution with few or no

patches and gaps.. The homogeneity of this type was

highly affected bythe process of randomization (overlapping

tree crowns arid the creation of a large number of patches

and gaps). Therefore, the precision of systematic

sampling improved for semi-random and completely

random populations.

The precision of systematic sampling decreased for semi-

uniform and completely uniform populations. This happened,

because uniform spacing decreased the heterogeniety of the
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populations. Under completely uniform spacing, systematic samp-

ling was slightly less precise than random sampling because of the

homogeniety created.

Comparson of Methods for Estimation
of Coefficient of Randomization

The estimated coefficients of randomization for the five forest

types and their corresponding computer generated populations are

summarized in Table 7. In order to select the best coefficient or

coefficients for further use they were closely analysed with regard

to: 1. accuracy, 2. detection of directions of departure from

random dispersion (clumped or uniform), 3. relative sensitivity.

Accuracy. Accuracy was to be tested by comparing the co-

efficient obtained by each method with the expected value of that

coefficient from populations with known spatial distributions. The

mathematical models for most methods provide only the expected

value of the coefficient under truly random dispersion. The ex-

pected value of the coefficients under conditions of extreme cluster-

ing or completely uniform distribution is not provided for all

methods. Therefore, the accuracy of each method was tested using

the completely random populations only. The expected value of the

coefficients for completely random population is unity for all methods

except Holgat&s ratio and correlation tests which are 0. 5000 for
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and 0.7071 for r12 (66).

The values of coefficient of randomization obtained by various

methods for completely random populations are underlined in Table

7. Statistical tests indicated that Grosenbaugh's Q factor and Hopkints

simple coefficient of aggregation methods gave coefficients rwhich

were significantly different from their expected values. Therefoie,

it was concluded that these methods were not satisfactory.

Direction of Departure from Random Dispersion. A valid

method must not only detect non-randomness but also the direction

of departure from random dispersion and provide a basis for testing

the significance of such departure. As it is noted in Table 7, Column

4, the element method 'which resulted in values of nearly unity for

random populations, produced values significantly larger than one

for all other cases. Therefore, once the random dispersion was

rejected by this method, there is no way to predict the direction of

departure. In this respect the results of this study contradicts

statements by Clark andEvans (20) who reported coefficients signifi-

cantly less than unity for three grasslands tested (indication of

clustering). They also concluded that the ratio obtained by this

method for clustered populations should be less than one and for

5
and r12 are the ratio and correlation tests based on the

disance to the first and second nearest neighbors.
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Table 7. Summary of the computed coefficients of randomization by various methods for the five forest types and their corresponding computer
generated populations.

Coefficients of randomization measures
Forest Type of population Hopkints coefficients Holgat&s ratio and Grosenbaugh's

type quadrat element point of aggregation correlation tests 9 factor
method method method simple pooled Z12 r12

I original 1. 450 1. 158 1. 145 0. 950 1. 134 0. 507 0. 767 0. 578

semi-random 1.248 1.174 1.098 0.697 1.091 0.479 0.619 0.448
completely random 0. 980 1.067 0.998 0. 779 0. 980 0. 485 0.660 0. 877

semi-uniform 0. 758 1.486 0.731 0. 316 0. 800 0. 416 0. 173 0. 904

completely uniform 0. 423 1.906 0. 528 0. 180 0. 539 0. 401 -. 736 1. 092

II original 2. 109 1.234 1. 576 1. 221 2. 149 0. 474 0. 775 3.017
semi-random 1. 801 1. 192 1. 269 0. 893 1. 146 0. 458 0. 769 2. 863

completely random 1. 086 1.002 1.000 1. 025 0. 995 0. 512 0. 807 0. 624

semi-uniform 0. 595 1.451 0.657 0. 306 0. 754 0. 418 0. 400 0. 625

completely uniform 0.404 1. 992 0.535 0. 177 0.679 0. 404 -. 726 0. 670

III original 6. 191 1.381 1. 722 1. 520 1. 738 0. 510 0. 913 1. 716

semi-random 4. 689 1.280 1. 396 1.047 1. 369 0. 466 0. 760 1. 355

completely random 0.971 1.013 1.028 0.879 0.982 0.522 0.740 0.567
semi-uniform 0. 513 1. 541 0.632 0. 291 0. 721 0.424 0.206 0. 722

completely uniform 0. 220 2.048 0.490 0. 146 0.607 0. 376 -. 789 0. 516

Iv original 4. 608 1.376 1,403 0.619 1. 333 0. 455 0.752 1.044
semi-random 3. 405 1. 143 1.285 0. 825 1. 158 0. 481 0.621 0. 685

completely random 0. 975 1.076 0. 986 0.780 0. 965 0. 480 0. 67 0. 998

semi-uniform 0. 407 1.496 0.661 0. 318 0. 748 0. 472 0. 170 0. 955

completely uniform 0. 167 1.997 0.533 0. 166 0.692 0. 403 -.831 0. 804

V original 2.426 1.345 1.214 0.688 1.118 0.460 0.743 0.888
semi-random 1.809 1.180 1.139 0.625 1.092 0.451 0.606 0.937
completely random 0. 951 1.022 0. 946 0. 870 0. 953 0. 493 0.667 0. 764
semi-uniform 0.673 1. 503 0.715 0. 325 0.734 0. 464 0.409 1.311
completely uniform 0. 383 1.873 0. 504 0. 178 0. 563 0. 374 -. 703 1. 282
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uniform populations greater than one which is contrary to the other

measures. Values obtained for the completely uniform populations,

however, were fairly close to the maximum possible value of the even

hexagonal pattern (2. 1491), given by Clark and Evans (20). All

remaining valid methods satisfactorily indicated direction of depart-

ure from random dispersion.

Relative Sensitivity. Relative sensitivity is referred to the

ability of a method to detect slight changes in the spatial distribution

as compared to the other methods. The remaining five methods were

evaluated based on their relative sensitivity. Statistical tests could

have been used to compare relative sensitivity, but diificulties of

validation and interpretation of the results were anticipated. The

relative sensitivity of the methods, therefore, were evaluated by

careful inspection of the results as follows:

The results of Holgate's ratio and correlation tests were

compared with the expected value of these parameters given by

Holgate. Tables of confidence intervals for sample size of 200 used

in this study were computed for 95 and 99 percent probability level

and are given in Appendix D. The results of ratio and correlation

tests for the first and second nearest neighbor only is given in

columns 8 and 9 of Table 7. The results of the same measures up

to fifth nearest neighbor were very similar.

Comparing the values of the ratio test (column 8 of Table 7.)
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with confidence interval values given in Appendix C, reveals that this

test produced valid results for random and completely uniform popu-

lations in every case. However, in case of other distributional

patterns the ratio test failed to detect non-randomness. This result

does not agree with Holgatets conclusions (66) that the ratio test is

more sensitive for detecting clustering than uniformity. However,

Holgate used a sample of 16 measurements to the first and second

nearest neighbors and stated that employing larger sample sizes and

measuring distances to fourth or fifth nearest neighbor should improve

the sensitivity of the test. Evidently it does not, since 200 measure-

ments up to the fifth nearest neighbor failed to detect clustering.

The values of the correlation test (r12) given in column 9,

Table 7 reveal similar results to the ratio test. It detected the non-

randomness for both semi-uniform and completely uniform popula-

tions in every case, but did not detect the non-randomness for the

original and semi-random populations except for forest type III.

The values of r12, however, showed a consistent pattern, i. e,, they

decreased from clustering toward uniformity. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the correlation test is sensitive for detecting uniform

pattern, but not for clustering characteristics. This is in agreement

with Holgat& s conclusions (66).

The values obtained for Hopkins' coefficient of aggregation,

i. e. , the ratio of distances squared from random plants and their
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nearest neighbor to the distances squared from random points 'to

the nearest plant were not valid. However, in the course of this

study it was found that the average of such measures over the first,

second,.. . and fifth nearest neighbors to be a consistent and valid

measure. This coefficient is referred to (in this paper) as HopkinsT

pooled coefficient of aggregation and the values obtained are shown

in column 7 of Table 7. It is noted that this measure results in

coefficients larger than one for original forest types (indication of

clustering). The coefficients decrease slightly for semi-random

populations and are non-significantly different from unity for com-

pletely random populations in every case. This coefficient predicted

uniformity very well, since the values obtained for semi-uniform and

completely uniform are significantly smaller than unity and in most

cases from each other.

Coefficients obtained by the point method are presented in

column 5 of Table 7. It is noted that this measure performed very

well in detecting non-random characteristics. All original forest

types were classified as being significantly clustered at the !ive

percent level when compared with the table of confidence intervals

for 'Ta" given by Pielou (117). The coefficients from semi-random

populations were significantly d.iffe rent from random with only one

exception. The semi-uniform and completely uniform populations

were different from random at one percent significance level in



the standard error being equal to (49, 117).
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every case. The table of confidence intervals for c given by Pielou

(117) was used for these comparisons and not Pielo&s corrected in-

dex published by Mountford (104) because the true density of each

forest type was used in computing these coefficients and therefore

the source of error due to density estimation was eliminated.

Values obtained by quadrat method are presented in column

three of Table 7. This measiire performed best of all and slightly

better than the point method. The coefficients computed for original

forest types and semi-random populations were all significantly

different from random expectation at the one percent level indicating

clustering The values obtained for semi-uniform and completely

uniform populations were signficantly less than unity at the one

percent level indicating uniform patterns. Normal deviate tests

were used since the expected value of this measure is unity with

Ranking of the Three Satisfactory Methods. The quadrat

method performed best of all the methods in this study; however,

as described previously and pointed oit by various workers the

results of this method may be greatly affected by the quadrat size.

Nevertheless this method was chosen as one of the better (but not

the best) methods to use in establishing correlations between relative

efficiency of systematic sampling and spatial variations of the forest

types studied.
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The next best results were obtained by the point method which

was more accurate than the quadrat method in four out of five cases,

but its relative performance was slightly weaker than the quadrat

method for one of the forest types. The estimate of density required

for this method can be easily estimated by variable plot sampling and

it does not have the disadvantage of plot size as compared with the

quadrat method. Therefore, it is chosen as the best method.

The Hopkin& pooled coefficient of aggregation also performe4

quite well, but not as good as the quadrat and point methods. This

is the most cumbersome method to use in practice; however, it

does not require the estimate of density.

Comparing Spatial Distribution of the Five Forest Types.

Coefficients of randomization computed by the point method for the

five original forest types and their corresponding computer generated

populations are given in column 5 of Table 8. As mentioned earlier,

the distributional patterns of five original forest types were clustered.

The least significance difference (LSD) for(a.) at Jive percent

level was calculated based on Pielou's formula (117) for sample size

200. The value of LSD for a was computed to be 0. 09406.

When the difference between coefficients of randomization (a)

of any two forest types is greater than 0. 09406, it can be concluded

that their spatial distribution are significantly different at five

percent. Therefore, based on the values of the coefficient (a.1) given



Table 8. Coefficienis of randomization (based on point method) computed for the five forest types and their corresponding computer generated popu-
lations based on density estimates obtained by variable plot sampling (CI

2 as compared with the true density originally used (a1).

Forest Type of population Average density True density
type estimate by for the middle

O1 0.2
variable plot 35 acres

original 0.00431 0.00428 1.145* 1. 153*
semi-random 0.00452 0.00432 1.089 1. 139
completely random 0.00408 0.00440 0. 998 0. 925
semi-uniform 0.00473 0.00458 0. 731** 0. 755**
completely uniform 0.00459 0.00455 0. 528** 0. 533**

original 0. 00232 0. 00236 1. S76** 1. 549'o1.
semi-random 0. 00243 0.00240 1. 267** 1. 285**
completely random 0.00234 0.00248 1.000 0. 944
semi-uniform 0.00258 0.00254 0. 657** 0. 67**
completely uniform 0.00259 0.00256 0. 535** 0. 541**

111 original 0.00512 0.0(1544 1.722 1.621
semi-random 0.00528 0.00538 1.396 1.370
completely random 0.00467 0.00493 1.028 0. 974
semi-uniform 0.00558 0.00515 0.632** 068S**
completely uniform 0.00552 0.00509 0. 490** 0. 538**

IV original 0.00505 0. 00503 1. 403** 1. 409**
semi-random 0.00498 0.00509 1. 285** 1. 257**
completely random 0.00509 0.00528 0. 986 0.951
semi-uniform 0.00520 0.00545 0. 661** 0. 631**
completely uniform 0.00532 0.00544 0. 533** 0. 521**

V original 0.00431 0.00415 1.214** 1.261**
semi-random 0.00442 0.00422 1. 139 1. 193**
completely random 000397 0.00417 0.946 0. 901
semi-uniform 0.00418 0.00430 0. 715** 0. 695**
completely uniform 0.00412 0.00420 0. 504** 0. 494**

igniflcant at five percent level
significant at one percent level
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in column 5 of Table 8, it can be stated that the spatial distributions

of forest Type I and V were not significantly different from each

other, while forest Types II, III and IV were significantly different

from I and V and from one another.

Density Estimate for Point Method. It has been repeatedly

mentioned (by the present author) that variable plot sampling may

be used for a quick and unbiased estimate of density whenever needed.

It has also been pointed out that the density estimate required for

the point method by complete count of elements in quadrats or plots

is a poor feature of this method. Therefore, variable plot density

estimates are recommended.

In this study density estimates were computed (for five CAl's)

at the Z4 sample point locations of each forest type. Column 3 of

Table 8 presents the averages of these density estimates. By com-

paring the values of column three and four (the true density, i. e.,

no.of trees/unit area for the middle 35 acres of each forest type), it

is noted that such estimates, although based on only 24 points are

quite accurate. The difference between these estimates and their

corresponding true value was not over ten percent of the true density

in any case.

Column 6 of Table 8 presents the values of coefficients

based on such density estimates instead of the true density as

originally used. Comparing these valies indicates that the conclusions
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based on both indicies, agree in all cases except one. The coefficient

a1, computed for semi-random population of forest Type Vwas 1.139

which did not reject non-randomness; however, when density estimate

based on variable plot is employed, this population will be classified

as clustered (c2 = 1. 193).

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the unbiased

and quick estimate of density obtained by variable plot sampling is

satisfactory for use with this method.

Population Variance a Function of Spatial Arrangement. As

stated in Chapter III, a hypothesized relationship between the vari-

ance and coefficient of randomization was presented. Populations

with various degrees of randomization were coinputor generated.

These generated populations plus the original populations were to

furnish information for establishing relationships between the rela-

tive efficiency of various sampling schemes and coefficient of

randomization.

The major assumption, concerning the hypothesized function,

was that variance will decrease as the spatial distribution departs

from a contagious pattern and approaches uniformity. In order to

examine this assumption, results obtained for the two parameters of

interest (crown area and tree frequency) and the five forest types

studied are presented graphically in Figures 9 through 13. The

coefficients of randomization were obtained using the point method.
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A careful examination of these figures indicates that the hypo-

thesized function was a close approximation of the effect of spatial

variation on the var ianc e of tree frequency, the discrete

variable, but not for crown area, the continuous variable. Although

the rate of reduction in the variance changes for different types for

a given interval, the general shape of all curves supports the original

hypothesis. Variances for completely uniform populations did not

reach zero in any case, but they were greatly reduced. The variance

of forest Type IV was reduced from over 1, 000 to less than 40. The

reduction of the variance for other forest types was from 80 to 90

percent.

Theoretically, if a very dense population is truly uniform, the

number of individuals falling in each plot should be exactly the same

and hence, the variance of such a population must be zero. Uniform

populations generated in this study did not have all the above char-

acteristics, thus it could not be expected to obtain zero variance

except by pure coincidence.

Figures 9 through 13 reveal that the effect of randomization on

the variance of crown area (the continuous variable) did not follow

the hypothesized function except in case of forest Type II. For forest

Type III, the variance declined as the spatial distribution departed

from clustering and approached semi-uniformity; however, it slightly

increased for complete uniform spacing. The variance of Types I
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and V increased with an increasing rate up to complete random dis-

tribution and dropped sharply thereafter. However, it increased

slightly from semi- to completely uniform distribution for forest Type

V. The variance of Type IV increased up to semi-uniform distribu-

tion, then it decreased slightly.

Based on these results it can be concluded that spatial rearrange-

ment of the elements in a population from clustering (heterogeniety)

toward uniformity (homogeniety) results in continuous reduction of

the variance of tree frequency. The effect of such spatial rearrange-

ments on other variables such as crown area, depends on other cha.r-

acteristics of the population such as density, the variation of speci-

fied measurable characteristics of that variable (the crown size)

within the population, et cetera.

As stated earlier, Type II was distinctly different than the

others since it had the smallest number of trees and the relative

frequency of trees of various sizes was more or less uniform. The

variance of crown area of this type as affected by spatial distribution

followed the general shape of the hypothesized function, while the

variance of crown area of other types did not. However, regardless

of these differences the sensitivity of variances as affected by changes

in the spatial arrangement of the elements produced eccellent data

for establishing relationships between relative efficiency of system-

atic sampling and coefficient of randomization.
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Relative Effici.encjr of Systematic Sampling As
Influenced by Spatial Variations

To establish relationships between the coefficient of randomiza-

tion and the relative efficiency of systematic sampling, the procedures

outlined in Chapter III were followed. The relative efficiency of sys-

tematic sampling was treated as the dependent variable in the multi-

ple stepwise regression analysis, while various functions of the co-

efficient of randomization were used as independent variables. Use

was made of logarithmic transformation to satisfy the assumptions of

homogeniety of the variances of the X-arrays (71) in the least square

regression analysis.

Since preliminary examination of plotted data indicated slight

sigmoid relationships in several cases, trigonometric functions of

dependent variables were included and the full regression model

chosen was:

2cosx+ 3 sinx+ 2 2 3sinx) +6sinx +x

100

whe re:

y = common log of the relative efficiency

= the intercept for the transformed model

13j
the parameter in the transformed model

x = common log of the independent variable (coefficient of
randomization measured by specifies cnethod).

Trigonometric functions of x were obtained through computer



transformation program, i. e. the ratio of x/Z'ir was obtained in

radian, then its corresponding trigonometric functions were corn-

put e d.

The independent variables used were those coefficients of

randomization estimated by quadrat, point methods and Hopkins

pooled coefficient of aggregation. A separate regression analysis

was run using each of the above three coefficients and the relative

efficiency of systematic sampling for both frequency and crown 'area

estimation. The data of each 'individual forest type was treated

separately, before pooling to establish 'a gneralized relationship

for the five forest types studied.

Theoretically, when the elements of a population are randomly

dispersed, the relative efficiency of systematic sampling should be

unity. When the logarithmic transformation of the relative efficiency

of systematic sampling (dependent variable), and the coefficient of

randomization measures (independent variable) are used, it would

be more realistic to drop l from the model to satisfy the above

theoretical basis. By putting this restriction on the mode1, the

estimated regression curves are forced through the origin. There-

fore, such restricted model was also used for those variables and

methods which showed significant correlation in the first run under

the unrestricted model.

101
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Systematic Variable Plot Sampling and Coefficient of Ran-

domization. A preliminary examination of relative efficiency ob-

tained by systematic point sampling (Table 2 of Appendix C) showed

no sign of correlation with coefficient of randomization estimated by

any of the three methods employed. Nevertheless the data corre-

sponding to forest Types I and II were run through the computer with

the stepwise multiple regression program while the F-levels for both

entering and removing variables were set to zero. The results of

this analysis did not indicate any significant correlation, 1. e., the

highest R2 obtained was 0.0451 for tree frequency estimation of

forest Type II and the point method. No further analysis was made

on variable plot sampling data and it was concluded that the relative

efficiency of systematic point sampling is not significantly correlated

with the coefficient of randomization.

Relative Efficiency of Systematic Fixed Plot Sampling As

Affected by Coefficient of Randomization. The data of relative

efficiency of systematic plot sampling (Table 1 of Appendix C) were

analyzed by the computer,using a stepwise multiple regression pro-

gram to establish relationships between the relative efficiency of

systematic plot sampling and coefficient of randomization. An

analysis was made for each forest type and the two parameters of

interest (crown area and tree frequency) separately. Two runs

were made for each of the three measures of non-randomness,
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i. e., quadrat, point and Hopkins' pooled aggregation methods.

The first run in each case was with the full model (p0), while in

the second run the restricted model ( =0) was employed.

Regression equations based on Hopkins' pooled method pro-

duced R2 significantly smaller than those obtained based on quadrat

and point methods in every case, therefore, this method was deleted.

Equations based on the quadrat method had equal or smaller R2 than

those based on point method except forforest Type III for both crown

area and tree frequency. This difference, however, was less than

0. 05.

Since the point method was chosen as the best method of

measuring coefficient of randomization and produced higher correla-

tions with lower standard errors in most cases, a summary of esti-

mated regression equations based on this method is presented in

Tables 9 and lOfor the two parameters of interest. A single re-

gression equation is presented for each case except where the

correlations obtained by the two models (full and restricted) were

fairly close.

Comparing equations of Table 9 and 10 indicates that correla-

tions for tree frequency were considerably higher than those of

crown area in all cases. Forest Types I and V produced very low

correlation for crown area estimation. Figures 14 and 15 are the

graphical presentation of equations with highest correlation for the



Table 9. Summary of the estimated regression equations of relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling on the coefficient of randomization
(as measured by point method) for crown area estimation.

Forest Typeof
type model

Estimated regression equation

= common log of relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling.

= common log of coefficient of randomization measured by the point method.

R SSE DF F

I Restricted =0.S38Sx2 0.258 1.1524 62 21.5

II Full y=O.O329+ l.9259x 0.834 0.7721 33 168.8
Restricted y = 1. 9105 sin x 0.830 0.8081 34 165.6

Ill Full 0. 5494 0. 2540 33 40. 2

IV Restricted y = Q. 982 cosx -1. 1797 sin x - 7. 4097 (sinx)2 0, 7543 0. 2307 32 68. 4
Full y = 0.0964 - 1. 1809 sin x - 7. 2727 sin x2 0. 7125 0. 2328 32 15. 1

V Full y = 0.02547 + 0. 6490 sin x 0.2244 1.0395 33 18.6



Table 10. Summary of the estimated regression equations of relative efficiency of systematic sampling on the coefficient of randomization (as
measured by point method) for tree frequency estimation.

2

Estimated regression equation

= 2, 8835 sin x 6.3622 (sin

y=O.487 +2.2036
2y=2.O4lScosx- L8974x

y= 1. 4866 x

y = 0. 0335 + 0.973 x + 13. 479
y= 1.6152x

y = 0.0768 cos x + 1. 5849 sin x

= common log of relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling.

x = common log of coefficient of randomization measured by the point method.

0.835 1.0174 34 167.4
0.859 0.9415 33 5.5

0.767 1.0001 34 40.8

0. 838 4840 32 25. 1
0.820 0.5640 34 154.6

0.801 0.944 68 25.0

Forest Type of
type model

Restricted

II Full
Restricted

III Restricted

IV Full
Restricted

V Restricted

0. 6568 1. 6260 61 13.0

R2 SSE DF F
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two parameters of interest for the five forest types.

Com.arison of Estimated Re.ression E.uations of the Five

Forest Types. Careful examination of Table 9 and Figure 14 indicate

that the best equations chosen for the first parameter of interest

(crown area) are quite different from one another. For example,

equations for Types I and V, although producing fairly similar curves,

have considerably lower R2 and higher standard errors than the

others. The first one being straight line with 0, while the

latter includes the sin x with 0. The equation for Type III pro-

duced a somewhat similar curve. The equation for Type II, with

the highest correlation, is obviously different than the others with

a much steeper slope.

Two equations are given for fores.t Type IV in Table 9, both of

which contain two trigonometric functions. The first one, with higher

correlation, produced a concave shaped curve (Figure 14) and not

comparable to the others.

Based on the above comparison it can be concluded that the

effect of spatial distribution on the relative efficiency of systematic

plot sampling for crown area estimation cannot be generalized.

Since the regression equations of forest Types II and IV are obviously

different from the others and one another. The graphical presenta-

tion of regressions of forest Types I, III, and V are similar but,

since R2 values for Types I and V were so low, no attempt was made
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to make any statistical tests for differences for these three types.

TaHe 10 and Figure 15 are the basis for comparing various

estimated regression equations for the case of tree frequency. The

lowest correlation was that of forest Type I (R2 = 0. 6568). The

equation of fores.t Type III was a straight line with = 0 and with

R2 = 0. 767. All other equations produced higher correlations

(R2> 0. 80).

Regression equations presented in Table 10 appear to be

different from one another; however, the graphical presentation

(Figure 15) indicates that they are quite similar. Since high corre-

lations were observed in allcases an attempt was made to compare

these regression equations. Equations of forest Types III and IV

are straight lines, but those of the other three types contain trigono-

metric functions which give slight sigmoid curvature to the functions.

A second type of restriction was imposed on these three models

to make the comparison simple and the use of simple analysis of

covariance possible. This restriction was to Lit a simple straight

line with = 0 to the data of these three types.

Table 11 shows the preliminary data for the analysis of

covariance which includes the correlations (R2) obtained under this

new restriction. It is noted that R2 of forest Type II dropped from

0. 859 to 0. 836 which is negligible loss of precision. The correla-

tions for forest Types V and I decreased from 0. 801 to 0. 726 and



**Significant at one percent level.

Analysis of Covariance

Source of variation SS DF MS F Hypothesis

Table 11. Preliminary data for the analysis of covariance for tree frequency estimation of the five forest types.

Forest
type

Sample
size

SS SF SSy b Regression
SS DF

Residual
SS DF

I 63 1. 4071 1. 9696 4. 7378 1. 3998 2. 7571 1 1. 9807 62 0. 582

II 35 1.0977 2. 4709 6. 6621 2. 2511 5.5623 1 1.0999 34 0.836

III 35 1.4878 2.2118 4.2894 1.4866 3.2880 1 1.0014 34 0.766

IV 35 0. 9837 1. 5888 3. 1308 1, 6152 2. 5662 1 0. 5645 34 0. 828

V 70 1. 7821 2.4776 4. 7420 1.3903 3.4446 I 1.2974 69 0.726
Sum -- -- -- 17.6182 5 5. 9439 233

Pooled 6.7583 10.4487 23.5621 1.5461 16.1544 1

Difference 1.4638 4

Regression due to b 16. 1544 1 16. 1544 646. 0** 0

Variation among bts 1. 4638 4 0.3660 14. 6 l 2

Pooled residual 5. 9439 233 0.0253

Within sample 23. 5621 238



ill
0.6568 to 0. 582 respectively (compare Tables 10 and 11). Such loss

in precision cannot be assumed negligible, but considering the sim-

plicity of regression equations obtained and possibility of using analy-

sis of covariance for statistical comparison makes such loss of

precision justifiable.

A.nalysis of Covariance. The details of analysis of covariance

for the estimated regression lines (y. = b. x j) are presented in Table

11. It is noted that the two hypotheses of= 0 and = ...,
are rejected at the one percent level. The general conclusion would

be that the five regression lines have slopes which are significantly

different from one another. However, Figure 15, the graphical pre-

sentation of the five regression lines indicate that slope of regression

lines of four of the forest types are very similar and that of forest

Type II is obviouslydifferent.

To make more specific (hypothesis) tests in comparing the

slope of regression lines of the five forest types, jndividual degrees

of freedomtests were employed (85, Chapter 19). The results of

such tests which are given in Table 12 and presented graphically in

Figure 16 indicate that only the slope of regression line for forest

Type II was significantly different from the others. Hence the data of

the remaining' four types were pooled to establish a generalized model,

A common model for forest Types I, III, IV,, an4 V as computed to

be.y = 1.402x, with siinpre linear regression corrélation.r = 081.



Table 12. Summary of the analysis of covariance and specific hypothesis tests of the
comparison of estimated regression equations (restricted models) of the
five forest types for tree frequency estimation.

Comparisons made

'3 =0

(13l 1331 134J vs

(t 133) vs (134

(1) vs ('33)

('34) vs (135)

F-test

646. 00

14. 64

22. 90

0.04

2. 15

1.26

Significant at Conclusion reached

The average slope is not equal to zero.

The slope of five regression lines
are not equal.

1% 132!t1 same as the average of
the other four 13's.

Average of (p and is not different
from average of (134 and

is not different from 133.

'34 is not different from
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Simple random, stratified (with one unit/stratum) and syste-

matic sampling of forest stands were compared using computer sim-

ulation techniques. Special attention was given to systematic grid

sampling (two dimensional) which is so widely used in forestry

practices. Similar comparisons were made for variable plot sam-

pling. Estimates of crown area and tree frequency by the various

sampling techniques were obtained from crown maps of 48 acre

areas for each of five major forest types in the Pacific Northwest

as follows:

Typical ponderosa-pine stands in Eastern Oregon.

Mixed western hemlock, Sitka spruce, redeedar,

Douglas-fir and hardwoods of Oregon's coastal type.

Mixed ponderos-pine, Douglas-fir and other asso-

ciated species of Northeastern Oregon.

Typical even aged, saw-timber stands of Douglas-fir

of the Pacific Northwest with associated species of

western hemlock, western redcedar and some

hardwoods.

Typical old growth Douglas-fir stands of the Pacific

Northwest mixed with some western hemlock and

western redcedar.
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The current status of systematic sampling based on theoretical

and empirical studies indicates that: in most studies systematic

sampling compared favorably in precision with both stratified and

random sampling. However, the disadvantage of systematic samples

are that, they may give poor precision when unexpected periodicity

is present, and that no trustworthy method for estimating variance

from a single sample is known.

Therefore, the gain or loss in precision for systematic sam-

pling is not reflected in the conventional variance estimator (the use

of random variance formula based on the assumption of random dis-

persion of the elements in the population), Treating a systematic

sample as random will often result in dangerously erroneous variance

estimates either high or low if the spatial distribution of trees is far

from random.

Very few of the previous workers have pointed out the effect of

spatial arrangement of the elements on the efficiency of two dimen-

sional systematic sampling. No attempt has been made to establish

relationships between these two factors. In this study an attempt

was made to establish such relationships for five forest types and

two parameters, crown area and tree frequency.

The primary objectives of the study were:

1. To compare the relative efficiency of simple random,

stratified (one unit per stratum) and systematic plot sampling for
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estimating both parameters of interest.

To determine the spatial distribution (non-randomness

characteristics) of the trees in each forest type under study by

several methods and to evaluate the accuracy and validity of each

method.

To explore the possibility of establishing relationships

between the relative efficiency of systematic sampling and the

coefficient of randomization.

The basic data consisted of measurements made on crown maps

of five forest types. These maps were constructed from large scale

aerial photographs (scale 1:2500) and further enlarged to the scale

of 1:624.

Measurements consisted of the location of each tree (the X-

and Y-coordinates of crown center) and the two diameters of each

crown. These data were committed to the memory of the CDC 3300

Computer and the entire analysis was executed through computer

simulation techniques as follows:

1. Comparison of Sampling Methods. Crown area and tree

frequency of each forest type was computed and partitioned into 192

one quarter-acre sampling units in the form of a 12 by 16 two

dimensional array. Exhaustive systematic samples (all possible)

for seven sampling intervals were taken. The variance of the sample

mean, for systematic sampling for each sampling interval was
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computed from all possible sample means. The variance of the

sample mean for stratified and random sampling were computed

as the variance within all strata and the total variance respectively

applying analysis of variance principles.

For variable plot sampling a total of 24 sample point loca-

tions were chosen in the middle 24 acres (one point in the center

of each square acre). To save computer time in the search for

"in's trees, the program was designed to create a square area (not

a circle for the sake of simplicityin programming) with sides

equal to twice the maximum distance the largest tree in the stand

could be from the sample point and included in the sample ("1 'I

tree). Then each tree within this area was examined and selected

as an "infl tree only if its distance from the sampling point was

less than the distance computed by the appropriate plot radius

factor, (Computing the inclusion probability for each individual

tree). Crown area and tree frequency for each sample point loca-

tion was then computed using appropriate formulae. This process

was repeated five times, one for each of the five crownarea factors

used.

Values computed as above for the 24 points were stored in

4 x 6 two-dimensional arrays. Then exhaustive systematic samples
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with various sampling intervals were taken from these 24 points.

The results of variable plot sampling were treated like those of fixed

plot sampling but the variance formulae applied were considered as

only close approximations.

Values of variances and relative efficiencies for the two para-

meters were computed for the various sampling intervals and crown

area factors used.

2. Determination of Spatial Distribution. Eight of the more

common methods were used to determine the spatial distribution of

trees in each forest type. These methods were: the quadrat,

element, and point methods; Holgate' s ratio and correlation tests;

Hopkinst simple and pooled coefficient of aggregation and finally

Grosenbaugh's Q-factor. Information required to compute the coeffi-

cient of randomization by the quadrat and Grosenbaugh' s Q factor

methods had been previously stored in the memory of the computer.

Therefore these two coefficients were obtained at no extra cost.

The remaining six methods required measurements of dis-

tances from randomly selected points or trees to first, second, .

nth nearest neighbors. Two of the methods also required an estimate

of density.

3 Generation of New Populations. To accomplish objectives

two and three, it was necessary to obtain several populations with

varying but known spatial distributions. This was accomplished by
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generating four new populations from each original forest type using

computer simulation techniques. These newly generated populations

were sampled and analyzed in the same way as for the original forest

types.

The four computer generated populations were called semi-

random, completely random, semi-uniform and completely uniform.

The completely random populations were constructed by selecting a

new random location for each of the randomly selected trees and stor-

ing them in the memory. Appropriate conditional statements were

built into the program to avoid assigning the same location to more

than one tree. The semi-random populations were generated in a

similar manner except only 20 percent of the trees were relocated

at random.

In constructing completely uniformly spaced populations,

trees were selected at random by the computer and relocated so as

to produce an even hexagonal pattern. For the semi-uniform popula-

tion 80 percent of the trees were spaced uniformly and 20 percent

were scattered at random.

Relative. Efficiency of the Three Sampling Schemes

Systematic Fixed Plot Sampling. Based on the results of this

study the following statements can be made about'the relative effi-

ciency of systematic fixed plot sampling:
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I. The relative efficiency of systematic sampling may vary

greatly depending on the parameter of interest being estimated. The

results of this study indicate distinct and statistically significant

differences between average relative efficiency of systematic sampling

for the two parameters tested (crown area and tree frequency). For

example, systematic plot sampling of Type III produced an average

relative efficiency of 1. 20, which indicates 20 percent gain in pre

cision over simple random sampling for crown area estimation. On

the other hand, the average relative efficiency fbrtree frequency

estimation on the same type was 2. 67 which means 1 67 percent gain

in precision over simple random sampling.

2. The relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling is a

function of spatial distribution of the elements in the population. The

average relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling for both

parameters of interest varied greatly when distributional patterns

were changed from the original (clustered) to completely random and

uniform spacing.

In estimating tree frequency, relative efficiency of systematic

plot sampling decreased as spatial distributions changed from cluster-

ing toward uniformity for all forest types studied. The highest reduc-

tion in precision was observed in the case of Type III where the rela-

tive efficiency decreased from 2.67 (for the original foresttype) to

0.33 for the completely uniformly spaced population. Such tremendous
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reduction in relative efficiency means that systematic plot sampling

was highly precise. for sampling the original forest type (significantly

clustered), but was very inefficient in the case of completely uniform

spacing.

The magnitude of loss in precision using systematic plot

sampling on uniformly spaced population was the greatest in case

of forest Type II. The average relative efficiency for estimating tree

frequency in this case was only 0.21, which indicates the loss of 79

percent in precision over simple random sampling.

The effect of spatial variation on relative efficiency of syste-

matic plot sampling in estimating crown areawas neither similar to

nor as much as that of tree frequency. Changing spatial distribution

of trees from clustering toward uniform spacing decreased the rela-

tive efficiency of systematic plot sampling on Types II and III. For

the other three types, however, the highest relative efficiency was

not for the original forest type (ciustered) i. e., the relationship

between relative efficiency and coefficient of randomization was not

a straight line decreasing function.

Average relative efficiency was the highest (2. 79) for crown

area estimation of forest Type II which indicates 179 percent gain in

precision over simple random sampling. On the other hand, syste-

matic plot sampling produced the lowest efficiency on completely

uniform population generated from the same type. In this case the
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relative efficiency was onlyO.. 35 which indicates 65 percent loss in

precision over simple random sampling.

Systematic Variable Plot Sampling. Since the results obtained

in this study for variable plot sampling are based on small number of

sample point locations (N=24) selected in each forest type, no con-

crete conclusion can be reached. However, there appears to be a

periodicity in the variance of systematic variable plot sampling.

Such perlodicitywas observed for both crown area and tree frequency.

The variance of systematic variable plot sampling from one sampling

interval to the next sometimes varied as much as 50 times.

Such obvious periodicitywas observed for the original forest

types. However, it disappeared or decreased tremendously when

trees in each forest type were randomly arranged.

These somewhat alarming results may indicate that, when

variable plot samples are systematically distributed over natural

forest stands (often clustered) and treated as a simple random sam-

ple, the estimated variance may be dangerously erroneous especially

if the sample size is small. The magnitude of the errors observed

in this study are so large that further studies are definitely recom-

mended.



Comparison of Spatia1 Distribution Measures

The results of coefficients of randomization determined by the

eight methods used were tested and compared for accuracy, detection

of departure from random dispersion (clustering or uniformity), and

relative sensitivity. The results of these comparisons are sum-

marized in Table 13. Grosenbaugh's Q-factor, which is the most

practical method in forestry practices did not prove to be a valid

method.

Of the three valid methods (quadrat, point, and Hopkins'

pooled coefficient of aggregation) the point method was chosen to

be the best. The quadrat method, although valid and practical has

the disadvantage of quadra.t size effect, i. e., the estimated coeffi-

cient may vary significantly when different sized plots are used.

Hopkins' pooled coefficient method produced valid resul-ts,

but was slightly less accurate than both the quadrat and point

methods. This method does not require an estimate of density,

but the required measurements of distances from both random ele-

ments and random points to the th nearest neighbor makes it cum-

ber some and impractical.

The density estimate required for the point method can be

easily obtained by variable plot sampling. Such density estimates

were computed and compared to the true density and it was found to
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Table 13. Summary and conclusions from comparison of the methods used for estimatingspatial distribution of the forest types studied.
Method of
estimating

spatial
distribution

Quadrat method very good

Element method ver.y good not valid

Point method very good very good

Hopkins' simple poor
coefficient

Basis of Comparison
Direction of
depa.ztur e

Accuracy from random

Hopkin& pooled
coefficient

Holgate' s ratio
test

Holgate's co-
relation test

Grosenbaugh' s poor
Q-factor

very good

good

good

very good

poor

poor

Relative
sensitivity Precision Practicality

easy to apply

very good very good relatively
easy to use

Comments
and

conclusions

valid and prac-
tical, but the
estimate may
vary by cjuadrat
size

chosen as the
best method
tested

valid, but too
complicated
and impractical

good good too cumber-
some

very good very good very good
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be highly accurate. Coefficients of randomization based on true and

estimated densities were not significantly different from each other.

Spatial Distribution of Forest Types Studied

The coefficients of randomization computed by the point method

for all five forest types ranged from 1. 14 to 1. 77. Four of the types

were significantly clustered at one percent level and the other type

at the five percent level.

In comparing spatial distributions of the five original forest

types with each another, use was made of the least significant differ-

ence test at the five percent level. On this basis, two types were not

significantly different from each other, while the other three were.

Relative Efficiency of Systerratic Sampling
As Influenced by Spatial Distribution

In order to establish relationships between the relative effi-

ciency of systematic sampling and spatial distribution, use was made

of multiple regression analysis and computer techniques Relative

efficiency of systematic sampling was the dependent variable,

while various functions of estimated coefficients of randomization

were the independent variables., Logarithmic transformations were

used to satisfy the requirement of equality of variances for the esti-

mated regression models.
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Since the relative efficiency of systematic sampling was signi-

ficantly different for the two parameters of interest and for all forest

types studied, separate analyses were made for each parameter and

each forest type. Regression equations for crown area did not pro-

duce very high correlations. Since some of these equations were

rather complicated and obviouslydifferent from the others, no

attempt was made to combine the data to establish a generalized

regression model.

In case of tree frequency, however, the estimated regression

equations with a single restriction (p = 0) resulted in high correla-

tions (R2>0. 80). A covariance analysis 'indicated that only the

regression model for one type was significantly different from the

rest. The data from the remaining four types were combined to

produce a generalized model which turned out to be y 1.402 x, and

had a simple regression correlation.of r= 0.81.

Suggestions for Application of the Methods Studied

Estimation of Spatial Distribution b1 Point Method. The point

method of determining spatial distribution requires the measurement

of distances from randomly selected points to the nearest element

(tree). It also requires an estimate of density (number of elements!

units area). As shown in this study a quick and unbiased estimate of

density can be obtained through the use of variable plot sampling.
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With regard to distance measurements, however, two alterna-

tive methods seem to be possible. First, use actual field measure-

ments or estimate of distances (by pacing or occularly). The random

points could be selected and established on photo mosaics or prefer-

ably individual photos of the forest area by conventional overlay grid

methods. Then these points should be carefully located in the field.

For economic reasons, all or some of these points could be used as

plot centers for the regular cruise.

Theoretically, density estimates for the point method should be

obtained by an independent random sample. However, a random

sample taken from the points chosen for distance measurement might

be selected for estimating density. The possible bias, if any, intro-

duced in this way should be negligible.

Actual field measurements and density estimates although

possible, may not be economically justified. The second possibility

is to make use of large scale aerial photographs. This method

would be most suited to low density open grown stands. Here again

the random points for distance measurements are selected as before,

but measurements would be made directly on the photographs.

Once all the random points are carefully located and pin

pricked on the photos, each point should be stereoscopically viewed

and the nearest tree selected. The distance between the point and

the tree could be measured by any micrometer device. To make this
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task easier, a clear plastic templet consisting of a series of coricen-

tric circles with increasing radii could be used in the following man-

ner. The center of concentric circles would be placed on the point

and the distance to the nearest tree is automatically read from the

corresponding circl&s circumference touching the top of the nearest

tree or closest to it.

The density estimate (number of trees/unit area) could also be

estimated directly on the photographs by variable plot sampling simi-

lar to Pain&s study (112). It is recommended to use aerial photo-

graphs with scales of about 1:2000 and preferably taken with a 24

inch focal length lense in order to reduce excessive parallax. The

use of low elevation 70 millimeter photography of this scale may also

prove to be of practical importance for this purpose.

The Computer Simulation Program. The computer simulation pro-

gram constructed for this study was written for the CDC 3300 corn-

puter, but could easily be adapted for use on other computers with

equivalent memory capacity.

For sampling other parameters such as basal area, volume

(cubic or board foot), the computer program could be used with slight

modification. Other spacing patterns could also be simulated with

only slight modifications.



Recommendation for Further Studies

Grosenbaugh' s basal area clustering factor (Q-factor) did not

prove to be a valid method of measuring spatial distribution in this

study. However, this method was tested based on only 24 points

which were systematically distributed throughout the population.

Furthermore, the random variance formula was used to compute the

variance of Hind trees (as suggested by Grosenbaugh).

Since Grosenbaugh's Q-factor is the most practical method of

estimating spatial distribution in forestry practices, further studies

are recommended to test its validity. An intensive study based on a

large number of sample points randomly located throughout the popu-

lation is suggested.

The author also recommends a modification of the Q-factor as:

0'- '

where:

0' = spatial distribution coefficient

= variance of the estimated tree frequency/acre and

not simply the count of 'in" trees

the average of estimated tree frequency/acre

This measure is suggested based on the intrarelations between

the quadrat and 0-factor methods.. In the quadrat method a complete

count of individuals per quadrat is made which makes the method
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somewhat laborious. On the other hand point sampling results in

quick and unbiased estimate of frequency (counts) which may be sub-.

stituted in the quadrat method formula (as in Q'). Another advantage

of Q' is that point sampling by its very nature employs various sizes

of plots depending on the sizes of 'in trees which should reduce the

effect of plot size from the quadrat method. The results of both Q

and Q' factors should be extensively studied and evaluated.

An extensive study is also recommended to investigate the

relative efficiency of systematic variable plot sampling. This study

should also be based on large sample sizes and several basal area

factors.

Since the volume of standing timber is the most important

parameter of interest in forest surveys and timber sales, an exten-

sive study for establishing relationships between relative efficiency

of systematic sampling, for estimating this parameter and the coeffi-

cient of randomization is recommended. It seems that other varia-

bles such as density should also be included in the regression model

for establishing such relationships. To include density, it would be

necessary to generate various populations of varying density as well

as with various degrees of spatial distribution.

Based on the results of this study and the above recommenda-

tions, the author feels that the measureof spatial distribution may

become an important factor and subject of investigation in many of
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the forestry practices in the future. For example, this measure

might be used as a guideline in silvicui.turalpractices such as thin-

ning and planting. It may also be useful in management and cutting

practices.

In mensurational studies the spatial distribution coefficient

might be used in constructing mathematical models for yield and

growth prediction and perhaps other related estimates.

Final Conclusions

The following appear to be the major findings of this study:

Relative efficiency of two dimensional systematic sampling

is not only a function of the spatial distribution of the ele-

ments, but also varies greatly with the parameters being

estimated.

The random point distance method of spatial dIstribution

measure proved to be the most reliable method for esti-

mating the spatial distribution coefficient of the forest

stands studied.

The spatial distribution coefficient can be used to predict

either the relative efficiency of systematic sampling or as

an adjustment factor to correct variance estimates when

systematic samples are treated as random samples..
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To be more specific in terms of relationships between the rela-

tivé efficiency of systematic grid sampling and spatial distribution

for the two parameters studied the following can be stated:

The average overall (over the five forest types studied)

relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling for tree

frequency estimation was 2. 07 which indicates 107 percent

gain in precision over simple random sampling. For crown

area estimation systematic sampling produced an average

relative efficiency of 1. 35 which means 35 percent gain in

precision of systematic sampling over simple random

sampling. The gain in precision was statistically signifi-

cant at one percent level for estimating both parameters

(crown area and tree frequency).

Under the conditions of complete randomization the overall

results of this study indicated no signficant gain in precision

by systematic or stratified plot sampling over simple ran-

dom sampling.

Systematic plot sampling was the least precise scheme for

estimating both parameters of interest when applied to

completely uniformly spaced populations. The average

overall relative efficiency of systematic plot sampling for

tree frequency estimation was 0. 36 which indicates an

average loss of 64 percent in precision over simple random



sampling. For crown are,a estimation, systematic plot

sampling resulted in average relative efficiency of 0. 69

which means 31 percent loss in precision over simple

random sampling. The loss in precision of systematic

sampling over simple random sampling, whei applied to

uniformly spaced populations, was significant at one percent

level for estimating both parameters of interest (crown

area and tree frequency).
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1AU values for crown area are on square foot basis.

Appendix A

Table 1. Summary of the characteristics of the five forest types studied.

Characteristics
I II

Forest type
III Iv V

Average crown area/acre 1
7, 924 15, 999 9, 333 19, 840 16, 927

Average number of trees/acre 46.04 26.04 51. 67 55. 63 43. 50

Tree crown area (mean) 172 614 181 357 389

Tree crown area (median) 200 540 200 290 300

Number of trees/plot (median) 11 6 11 13 10

Crown area/plot (mediau) 1800 4000 2100 4900 3700

Tree crown area (range) 12- 1500 16-3200 4-1800 30-20o 50-2200

Number of trees/plot (range) 4-32 0-20 0-56 4 50 2-34
Crown area/plot (range) 250-4500 250-9250 7250-6500 7250-8250 7250-8250
Crown area/plot (variance) 101, 920,000 903, 200,000 315, 320,000 322,000,000 354, 240,000
Number of trees/plot (variance) 267 220 1,279 1, 025 422
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Popu- Sampling Sample () of crown area) x 1O4 (Variance () of tree frequency)(Variance
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Appendix B

Table 1. Fixed plot sampling variances ('y) of forest type I and its corresponding computer generated
populations for crown area and tree frequency.

150

interval, size random stratified systematic random süatified systematic

6 32 319 259 345 8.35 6.79 2.86
8 24 425 366 296 11.13 10.25 4.60

12 16 637 577 457 16.69 15.40 8.95
16 12 849 760 823 22.25 21.10 14.91
24 8 1274 1178 1065 33.38 32.23 16.21
32 6 1699 1598 2040 44.51 44.22 42.66
48 4 2548 2460 2442 66.76 66.51 66.87

6 32 322 303 457 7. 18 6. 42 5. 10

8 24 429 422 264 9.58 9.00 4.57
12 16 644 638 566 14.37 13.80 10.76
16 12 859 842 607 19.16 18.41 14.14
24 8 1288 1273 1042 28.73 27.71 18.73
32 6 1718 1693 1862 38.31 38.23 39.64
48 4 2577 2568 2221 57.47 57.72 53.75

6 32 349 348 265 4.60 4. 56 6. 13
8 24 466 463 827 6.13 6.03 5.46

12 16 698 665 478 9.19 8.89 9.04
16 12 931 912 1007 12.26 11.95 12.35
24 8 1397 1338 1400 18.39 17.42 13.02
32 6 18.62 1775 2060 24.52 23.39 22.44
48 4 2793 2624 2672 36.77 34.27 35.27

6 32 428 379 527 4.37 4.22 84
8 24 571 535 692 5.82 5.65 13.66

12 16 856 816 1004 8.73 8.55 11.38
16 12 1141 1070 1331 11.64 11.76 22.05
24 8 1715 1670 1809 17.47 16.75 20.00
32 6 2282 2185 2395 23.29 23.19 53.66
48 4 3423 3317 3190 34.93 33.20 52.37

6 32 378 305 545 2.43 2.23 9.35
8 24 504 442 735 3.25 2.82 9.44

12 16 7S5 651 797 4.87 4.38 4.54
16 12 1007 871 1824 6.49 6.35 18.23
24 8 1511 1347 1384 9.74 9.09 14.79
32 6 2015 1832 2800 12.98 12.70 43.16
48 4 3022 2826 2788 19.48 1839 39.37



Appendix B (Continued)

Table 2. Fixed plot sampling variances of (V) of forest type II and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area arl tree frequency.

Popu- Sampling Sample (Variance () of crown area)xlO (Variance (y) of tree frequency)
lation interval size random stratified ystematic random stratified systematic

151

6 32 282 145 96 6.86 4.44 1.82
8 24 376 247 75 9.15 7.23 2.34

12 16 565 394 226 13.73 1145 4.99
16 12 753 510 257 18.30 14.72 11.58
24 8 1129 757 532 27.46 22.15 16.54

0
32 6 1506 1436 517 36.61 35.54 33.05
48 4 2258 2166 1915 54.91 54.17 42.91

6 32 259 146 151 5. 86 3. 98 1. 95
8 24 346 232 114 7.82 6.28 3.75

12 16 519 376 297 11.73 9.89 5.63
16 12 692 481 282 15.64 12.86 12.00
24 8 1038 732 680 23.46 19.27 18.60
32 6 1383 1308 1109 31.27 30.63 22.80
48 4 2075 1979 1506 46.91 46.24 43.33

6 32 162 172 180 3.53 3.79 3.81
8 24 216 226 234 4.71 4.80 5.21

12 16 324 336 201 7.07 7.33 6.39
16 12 432 434 472 4.42 9.43 10.29
24 8 649 663 650 14.14 14.22 14.83
32 6 865 864 895 18.85 18.86 19.51

0
48 4 1297 1311 1276 28.27 28.29 27.50

6 32 137 107 223 1.49 1.69 4.71
8 24 183 164 216 2.58 2.54 11.35

12 16 275 243 565 3.87 3.73 11.76
16 12 366 336 910 5.17 5.00 12.25
24 8 549 526 1252 7.75 7.80 19.29
32 6 732 683 1361 10.33 10.02 17.94
48 4 1099 1068 1856 15.50 15.62 26.71

6 32 135 90 175 1.31 0.93 5.47
8 24 180 164 1440 1.75 1.68 21.53

12 16 270 226 1029 2.63 2.33 17.03
16 12 360 335 1542 3.50 3.26 22.53
24 8 541 497 1794 5.26 5.15 26.27
32 6 721 692 2015 7.01 6.55 24.05
48 4 1081 1047 2509 10.51 10.38 29.08
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Table 3. Fixed plot sampling variances of () of forest type III and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and tree frequency.

152

Popu- Sampling
lation interval

Sample
size

(Variance() of crown are)x10 (Variance () of tree freuency)
random stratified systematic random stratified systematic

6 32 985 700 1108 39.97 26.72 11.24
8 24 1314 944 1102 53.29 37.58 21.88

12 16 1971 1518 2132 7993 54.34 35.86
. 16 12 2628 2028 1891 106.58 84.92 27.88

24 8 3942 3568 2090 159.87 147.90 60.47
32 6 5256 4639 4010 213.16 193.98 70.03
48 4 7883 7426 6751 319.74 295.83 325.02

6 32 916 736 1090 30.28 21.09 9.59
8 24 1221 983 955 40.38 29.37 24.92

12 16 1832 152 1997 60.57 42.69 35.95
16 12 2442 2142 2025 80.76 67.03 34.38
24 8 3663 3471 3044 121.14 112.68 57.31
32 6 4884 4609 4022 161.52 150.39 65.03
48 4 7326 7018 6039 242.85 224.85 243.43

6 32 600 629 1050 6.27 6.69 6.81
- 8 24 800 819 734 8.37 8.55 8. 40

12 16 1201 1227 1477 12.55 12.88 14.21
16 12 1601 1598 1420 16.73 17.03 16.80
24 8 2401 2411 2803 25. 10 24.95 26. 12
32 6 3202 3101 2492 33.46 33.50 25.92

3 48 4 4803 4721 3811 50.19 46.69 55.01

6 32 536 526 562 3.31 2.69 3.38
8 24 715 724 1289 4.41 3.82 7.85

12 16 1073 1080 1640 6.62 6.26 10.07
16 12 1431 1480 1998 8.83 7.89 12.97
24 8 2146 2159 2493 13.24 12.57 17.37
32 6 2861 2842 3391 17.66 16.91 17.81
48 4 4292 4318 4613 26.49 26.49 28.70

6 32 599 572 796 1.42 1.17 6.85
8 24 798 822 1679 1.89 1.68 8.79

12 16 1197 1197 2201 2.84 2.74 14.99
16 12 1597 1607 2291 3.79 3.54 11.79
24 8 2395 2381 24-48 5.68 5.46 17.39
32 6 3193 3148 5086 7.58 7.07 14.64

3 48 4 4790 4741 5865 11.36 10.98 20.51
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Table 4. Fixed plot sampling variances (y) forest type IV and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and tree frequency.

Popu-
lation

0

0

Cd

j
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Sampling
interval

Sample
size

fVariance (v). of crown areax103 (Variance of tree frequency)
random stratified systematic random stratified systematic

6 32 1006 923 1880 32.04 15.90 19.24
8 24 1342 1227 3509 49.72 22.62 15.56

12 16 2013 1860 3075 64.09 40.75 32.28
16 12 2683 2552 5639 85.45 58.09 47.72
24 8 4025 3841 5988 128.17 102.31 113.63
32 6 5367 5304 8092 170.89 114.57 99.16
48 4 8050 7921 10009 256.34 202.32 181.78

6 32 1045 915 1530 23.68 12.57 16.84
8 24 1394 1354 1912 31.57 17.36 16.82

12 16 2092 1916 2893 47.35 30.88 28.60
16 12 2789 2734 3579 63.14 43.92 52.40
24 8 4183 4118 5848 94.70 74.51 77.21
32 6 5578 5572 7317 126.27 86.22 87.03
48 4 8366 8664 10803 189.41 146.71 121.78

6 32 1176 1148 754 6.63 6.40 6.80
8 24 1568 1567 29 8.84 8.94 9.05

12 16 2351 2272 1606 13.26 13.35 10.34
16 12 3135 3053 2211 17.68 17.30 15.96
24 8 4703 4473 3195 26.52 26.02 23.60
32 6 6271 6202 7410 35.36 34.19 35.58
48 4 9406 9206 6908 53.03 51.76 52. 95

6 32 1296 1013 1450 2.83 2.78 5.61
8 24 1728 1262 1337 3.78 3.30 6.27

12 16 2591 2062 1991 5.67 5.29 11.69
16 12 3455 2697 3280 7.56 7.20 18.41
24 8 5183 4269 4613 11.33 11.17 14.80
32 6 6910 6291 7634 15.11 14.44 21.79
48 4 10365 9577 9861 22.67 22.01 22.73

6 32 1251 845 2346 1.14 0.99 4.17
8 24 1668 1080 2389 1.52 1.01 7.69

12 16 2502 1721 3048 2.27 1.81 4.28
16 12 3361 2287 3971 3.03 2.87 17.36
24 8 5004 3668 6964 4.55 4.41 15.51
32 6 6672 5526 6779 6.06 5.59 17.55
48 4 10008 8646 10336 9.10 8.69 15.94
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Table 5. Fixed plot sampling variances (v). forest type V and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and tree frequency.

area)x103 (y) of tree frequency)(Variance
lation

0

154

Popu- Sampling Sample (Variance (V) of crown
interval size random stratified systematic random stratified systematic

6 32 1107 895 627 13.18 10.13 5.77
8 24 1476 1160 1475 17.57 12.20 15.02

12 16 2214 1857 1562 26.35 20.86 17.02
16 12 2952 2423 2947 35.14 27.74 34. 15
24 8 4428 4160 4573 52.71 40.87 25.78
32 6 5904 5098 5869 70.28 61.57 57.19
48 4 8856 8528 10406 105.42 91.51 43.25

6 32 1089 911 347 9.83 7.67 3.98
8 24 1453 1265 1048 13.11 9.58 13.70

12 16 2179 1921 1631 19.66 15.53 14.78
16 12 2905 2563 1789 26.22 21.70 21.26
24 8 4358 4060 4512 39.32 30.08 21.66
32 6 5810 5390 5703 52.44 47.69 46.27
48 4 8716 8387 9459 78.65 68.64 44.46

6 32 1324 1327 1197 5.17 5.49 5.57
8 24 1765 1721 1231 6.89 7.02 7.45

12 16 2648 2752 2368 1034 10.84 10.60
16 12 3538 3550 2689 13.79 13.80 10.24
24 8 5295 5394 6888 20.68 21.28 23.15
32 6 7060 6982 6857 27.57 27.41 25.61
48 4 10590 10668 13401 41.36 41.85 46.63

6 32 2419 1645 1915 3.66 3.31 7.10
8 24 3225 2998 5948 4.88 4.38 9.84

12 16 4838 4375 6882 7.31 6.82 11.31
16 12 6450 5791 7422 9.75 9.19 15.29
24 8 9675 8522 9129 14.63 13.68 20.33
32 6 12900 13106 39950 19.50 19.66 35.56
48 4 19350 19423 42884 29.26 29.06 36.63

6 32 2563 1549 1931 2.08 1.88 9.42
8 24 3417 3105 5007 2.77 2.39 8.72

12 16 5125 4514 6668 4.16 3,76 11.58
16 12 6833 5951 6798 5.55 5.05 14.31
24 8 10250 8761 7695 8.32 7.51 17.08
32 6 13667 13777 40985 11.10 10.53 19.83
48 4 20500 20364 42430 16.65 15.80 22.92
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Table 6. Variable plot sampling varinaces() of forest type I and ilj corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and Iree frequency for CAF of 2000.
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12 690 486 563 91.32 103.06 95.88
8 1035 1146 125 136.98 132.41 173.46
6 1380 1361 2132 182.64 167.63 125.01
4 2070 2092 1563 273.96 300.17 409.36
3 2761 2976 2382 365.27 358. 52 348.05
2 4141 4023 3188 547.91 572.40 588.27

12 877 778 250 141.20 195.49 21.78
8 1315 1333 42 211.80 173.07 141.22
6 1754 1833 2528 282.39 310.94 43.90
4 2630 2583 833 423.59 458.60 333.52
3 3507 3587 4306 564.79 610.05 647.60
2 5261 4955 2417 847.18 856.36 932.69

12 976 1000 444 54. 06 65. 77 11. 96
8 1464 1521 264 81.09 90.27 57.19
6 1952 2130 1556 108.12 124.50 67.12
4 2928 2633 1806 162.18 161.68 94.11
3 3903 3857 3556 216.25 231.42 151.46
2 3855 5576 3889 324.37 336.45 250.10

12 1400 1125 62 61.85 63.93 81.00
8 2100 2250 167 92.77 75.68 27.51
6 2801 2546 1076 123.70 122.06 106.06
4 4201 3975 1396 185.55 162.07 208.29
3 5601 4881 3993 247.40 262.24 204.30
2 p402 8144 6521 371.10 386.45 337.27

12 1115 1208 174 44.27 63.41 62.67
8 1673 1375 14 66.40 71.00 24.61
6 2231 2102 521 88.54 106.00 133.80
4 3346 2925 1535 132.80 133.90 206.12
3 4461 4310 5382 177.07 193.85 204.05
2 6692 6144 4076 265.61 276.16 266.87
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Table 7. Variable plot sampling variances (y) of forest type 11 and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and tree frequency for CAF of 2000.

Popu-. Sampling Sample (Variance (Lof crown area)x63 (Variance (y) of tree frequency)
lation interval size random stratified systematic random stratified systematic

2 12 623 232 6 15.42 8.93 2.38
3 8 934 990 2862 23.14 22.23 35.27
4 6 1245 714 47 30.85 18.59 4.56
6 4 1868 1902 2881 46.27 45.93 38.55

3 2491 1342 505 61.70 36.50 42.32
12 2 3736 3705 3819 92.54 90.54 99.06

2 12 635 206 11 13.10 4.89 1.36
3 8 953 1085 3617 19.65 23.00 52.68
4 6 1271 809 236 26.20 17.45 11.42
6 4 1907 1995 3800 39.30 39.65 66.14
8 3 2542 1440 453 52.40 30.55 22.03

12 2 3813 3730 4092 78.59 72.70 87.97

2 12 143 192 11 6.42 7.76 1.78
3 8 214 194 179 9.63 7.98 16.05
4 6 285 294 47 12.84 14.99 2.15
6 4 428 462 508 19. 26 20.24 20. 39
8 3 571 576 764 25.68 26.81 26.19

8 12 2 857 894 1342 38.52 39.72 63.99

2 12 196 106 25 7.43 6.45 0.21
3 8 294 250 335 11.15 12.13 3.35
4 6 392 281 39 14.87 12.26 4.35
6 4 588 472 414 22. 30 22. 96 6.24
8 3 785 852 578 29.74 28.38 23.16

12 2 1177 1192 1489 44.61 46.63 48.69

2 12 150 139 3 6.60 5.49 0. 17
3 8 226 156 193 9.90 10.65 3.96
4 6 301 294 253 13.20 12.33 12.43a
6 4 451 385 197 19.80 20.19 9.31
8 3 602 649 775 26.40 26.77 28.67

8 12 2 903 906 614 39.59 40.30 35.14

156
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Table 8. Variable plot sampling variances () of forest type ill and its corresponding computer
generated populatIons for crown area and tree frequency for CAF of 2000.

Popu- Sampling Sample (Variance (of areajxlo4 (Variance (V) of frequency)crown tree
lation

:
S.

8
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interval size random stratified systematic random stratified systematic

2 12 255 407 56 220.26 289.63 4.00
3 8 382 327 17 330.39 336.76 181.29
4 6 509 623 258 440.52 489.67 285.81
6 4 764 801 690 660. 78 696.22 353.33
8 3 1018 1109 549 881.04 961.89 422.89

12 2 1527 1551 1569 1321.57 1337.26 1051.6

2 12 177 226 39 224.26 278.69 63.34
3 8 265 281 93 336.40 394.97 223.43
4 6 353 405 102 448. 53 506. 88 435. 51
6 4 530 564 420 672.79 725.56 482.45
8 3 707 772 310 897.06 968.51 547.65

12 2 1060 1090 991 1345.59 1406.75 1167.19

2 12 93 97 3 80.65 102.96 46.69
3 8 139 148 12 129.98 108.88 48.50
4 6 185 172 117 161.31 164.51 104.76
6 4 278 258 25 241.96 236.40 161.92
8 3 371 338 356 322.62 352.44 305.02

12 2 556 507 333 483.92 505.92 578.81

2 12 96 111 136 171.76 87.96 58.14
3 8 145 160 54 257.64 240.03 365.19
4 6 193 187 186 342.52 174.46 83.24
6 4 889 315 300 515.28 422.20 564.18
8 3 385 416 297 687.04 478.42 400.64

12 2 578 603 725 1030.56 942.82 825.23

2 12 128 136 178 189.64 124.66 114.67
3 8 192 206 79 284.47 214.54 112.30
4 6 256 263 325 379.29 189.55 209.98

4 385 438 275 568.93 456.66 288.38
8 3 513 551 519 758.58 610.65 444.08

12 2 770 803 742 1137.87 1000.38 612.23
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Table 9. Variable plot sampling variances (j) of forest type IV and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and tree frequency for CAF of 2000.

Cd
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Sampling
interval

Sample
size

LVariance(V) of crown area)x104 (Variance () of tree frequency)
random stratified systematic random stratified systematic

2 12 393 482 367 110.13 124.26 84.03
3 8 589 573 476 165.20 176.09 253.14
4 6 785 971 402 220.26 244.64 99.71
6 4 1178 1217 1845 330.39 340.37 601.50
8 3 1571 1704 1060 440.52 464.78 303.33

12 2 2356 2433 2824 660. 78 690. 76 771.04

2 12 187 257 56 71.14 75.31 31.17
3 8 280 350 156 106.71 115.68 154.59
4 6 374 423 97 142.29 140.90 44.79
6 4 561 604 928 213.43 211.04 390,56
8 3 748 771 383 284.57 289.68 289.33

12 2 1121 1126 1258 426.86 446.07 550.60

2 12 222 202 84 30.79 39.78 4,34
3 8 332 406 556 46.18 61.08 41.57
4 6 443 527 258 61.58 61.49 22.35
6 4 665 754 712 92.37 102,59 63.12
8 3 887 944 549 123.16 119.27 55.27

12 2 1330 1372 1191 184.74 193.13 104.78

2 12 252 126 17 69,08 46,42 18.42
3 8 378 421 526 103.61 129.00 172.10
4 6 504 353 324 138.i5 120.24 106.52
6 4 756 724 628 20723 225.24 346.45
8 3 1008 683 755 276.30 206.20 209.18

12 2 1513 1381 991 414.46 409.95 437.27

2 12 219 144 25 88.70 64.11 13,75
3 8 436 496 537 133.05 157.37 245.70
4 6 581 454 231 177.40 170.33 111.89
6 4 872 805 592 266.10 284.18 413.95
8 3 1162 862 664 354.81 294.64 283.71

12 2 1743 1639 1292 532.21 524.69 614.88
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Table 10. Variable plot sampling variances () of forest type V and its corresponding computer
generated populations for crown area and tree frequency for CAF of 2000.

Popu- Sampling Sample area)x104(Variance (of crown
lation

g

159

interval size
(Variance (y) of tree frequency)

random slatified systematic random stratified systematic

2

3

12

8

291
436

179
442

84
417

75.66
113.49

55.81
118.29

2.25
9.80

4 6 581 512 285 151.32 100.86 55.67
6 4 872 886 6Ô6 226.98 211.15 114.60
8

3 1163 929 877 302.64 294.04 250.24
12 2 1745 1739 719 453.95 467.25 370.91

2 12 313 158 25 60.78 46.40 25.42
3 8 470 467 612 91.18 97.48 18.41
4 6 626 559 250 121.57 91.59 96.55
6 4 939 903 717 12.35 174.34 119.49
8 3 1252 1067 911 243.14 240.27 219.91

12 2 1878 1867 917 364.71 380.26 316.09

2 12 150 176 306 15.29 15.52 25.84
3 8 225 175 4 22.93 24.66 14,45
4 6 300 282 341 30. 58 3337 32, 10
6 4 451 434 398 45. 87 48. 94 60. 15
8 3 601 632 583 61.16 64.38 42.11

12 2 901 939 1185 91.74 92.94 112.42

2 12 271 99 84 12.90 5.97 3.36
3 8 406 467 72 19.35 14.47 32.26
4 6 542 331 508 25,80 14.14 10.06
6 4 813 804 195 38.70 25.07 41.73
8 3 1084 613 560 51.60 38.99 19.38

12 2 1626 1499 524 77.40 66.36 63.94

2 2 336 185 434 22.89 14.63 35.01
3 8 504 460 185 34. 34 36. 53 7.98
4 6 672 564 1108 45.78 46.08 45.15
6 4 1008 924 628 68.67 63.79 54.39
8 3 1345 1053 1366 91.56 84.92 90.97

12 2 2017 1790 1158 137.34 121.13 123.16
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Appendix C

Table 1. Relative efficiency of systematic fixed plot sampling for estimating crown area and tree
freqiency of the five forest types and their correspondiug computer generated populations.

Crown area Tree frequency
Forest type Forest type

II III IV V I II HI IV V
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6 092 294 0.93 0.54 1.77 2.92 4.77 3.56 1.67 2.28
8 1. 44 5. 02 1. 25 0. 38 1.00 2. 15 3. 92 2. 44 2. 70 1. 17

12 1. 39 2. 50 0. 91 0. 66 1. 42 1. 87 2. 75 2. 23 1. 99 1. 55

16 0.98 2.93 1.39 0.48 1.00 1.49 1.58 3.82 1.79 1.03
24 1. 20 2. 12 1. 37 0.67 0. 97 2.06 1.66 2. 64 1. 13 2.05
32 0.83 2.92 1.28 0.66 1.01 1.04 1.11 3.04 1.72 1.23
48 1.05 1. 13 1. 17 0. 80 0. 85 1.00 1.28 0.98 1.41 2.44

6 0.70 1.72 0.88 0.68 3. 14 1.41 3. 06 3. 17 1.05 2.47
8 1.63 3.04 1. 28 0.73 1.39 2.09 2. 11 1.62 1.88 8. 96

12 1. 39 1. 75 0. 92 0. 72 1. 34 1. 34 2. 08 1. 69 1. 66 1. 33

16 1.41 2.45 1.21 0.78 1.62 1.36 1.30 2.35 1.21 1.23
Tr 24 1.24 1.53 1.20 0.72 0.97 1.53 1.26 2.11 1.23 1.82

32 0.92 1.25 1.21 0.76 1.02 0.97 1.37 2.48 1.45 1.13
48 1.16 1.38 1.21 0.77 0.92 1.07 1.08 1.00 1.56 1.77

6 1.32 0.90 0.57 1.56 1.11 0.78 0.93 0.92 0.9() 0.93
- 8 0. 56 0. 93 1. 09 1. 69 1. 43 1. 12 0. 90 L 00 0. 9& 0. 93

12 1.46 1.24 0.81 1.46 1.12 1.03 1.11 0.88 1.28 0.98
16 0.92 0.92 1.13 1.42 1.31 0.99 0.92 1.00 1.11 1.35
24 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.47 0.77 1.41 0.95 0.9& 1.13 0.89
32 0.90 0.97 1.29 0.85 1.03 1.09 0.97 1.29 0.99 1.08

3 48 1.05 1.02 1.26 1.36 0.79 1.05 1.03 0 91 1.04 0.39

6 0.81 0.61 0.95 0.89 1.24 0.64 0.41 0. 98 0.51 0.52
8 0.82 0.64 0. 56 1.29 0.54 0.43 0.23 0.56 0.60 0.49

12 0.84 0.49 0.65 1.30 0.70 0.77 0.33 0.66 0.43 0.65
16 0.86 0.40 0.78 1.05 0.87 0.53 0.42 0.68 0.41 0.64
2.4 0.95 0.44 0.86 1.12 1.06 0.37 0.40 0.76 0.77 0.72
3.2 0.95 0.54 0.84 0.90 0.32 0.43 0.58 0.99 0.69 0.55
4.8 1.07 0. 59 0. 93 1.05 0. 45 0.67 0. 58 0. 92 1. 00 0. 80

6 0.64 0.77 0.75 0.53 1.33 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.27 0.22
8 0.69 0.13 0.48 0.70 0.68 0.34 0.08 0.22 0. 20 0.32

12 0.95 0.26 0.54 0.82 0.77 1.07 0.15 0. 19 0. 53 0.36
16 1.01 0.36 . 16 0. 31 0. 18 0.39

1. 33 0. 66 0. 20 0. 33 0. 29 0. 49
0.33 0. 30 0. 29 0.52 0.35 0.56
0.48 0. 50 0.36 0.55 0.57 0.73

24
32

8 48

0. 52 0. 23 0. 70 0. 84
1. 09 0. 30 0. 81 0. 72
0.72 0.36 0.63 0.98
1.08 0.43 0.82 0.97
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Table 2. Relative efficiency of systematic (variable plot) sampling for crown area and tree
frequency estimation (for the five CAF employed and sample sizes of 4and 6 only)
for the original forest types and their corresponding computer generated populations.

161

Type of
population

I II

Crown area
Forest type

III Iv V I

Tree frequency
Forest type

II III IV V

8. 04 0. 65 0. 68 0. 79 1. 65 0. 97 0. 98 1. 49 1. 04 1. 59
1.89 3.43 1. 15 7. 13 0.80 1.25 2.66 1.73 1.29 0.72
2. 14 0. 76 0. 69 0. 56 1. 24 1.01 1. 26 1. 285 0. 77 1. 91

1.30 4.47 1.95 3.74 1.36 1.45 2.60 2.18 1.31 0.86
1. 32 0.65 1. 11 0. 64 1. 44 0.67 1. 20 1. 87 0. 55 1. 98

1.16 4.93 1.85 1.48 1.33 1.05 1.46 2.08 1.45 1.21
0 0.94 0.65 0.86 1.43 1.62 0.66 0.83 1.80 0.60 5.94

1.13 5.90 2.57 1.06 1.27 0.92 3.11 1.73 1.76 1.09
0.79 0.75 0.66 3.23 2.66 0.61 0.91 1.68 0.69 4.67
1. 75 5. 02 2. 33 1.02 3. 83 1. 17 2. 61 1. 61 1. 59 1.66

7.52 0.53 0.68 0.91 1.45 1.00 0.63 1.01 0.51 1.86
2. 14 4.39 1.28 2.62 1. 15 1.31 3. 92 2.89 1.27 0.70
9.81 0.57 0.66 0.48 1.05 1.06 0.71 0.90 0.67 1.81
3.81 6.49 2.04 2.67 1.62 1.30 4.42 3.21 1. 16 0.78

0 3.16 0.50 1.26 0.60 1.31 1.27 0.59 1.40 0.55 1.53
0.82 5.61 2.28 1.95 1.37 0.87 2.38 1.64 1.19 1.11
1.05 0. 53 0.87 1.00 1.67 0.81 0.58 1.53 0.55 4.01
0.97 9.16 4.24 1.59 1.19 0.82 5.04 1.38 1.79 0.48
0.84 0.53 0.65 2.73 1. 96 0.82 0.56 1.40 0.63 3.62
1.08 9.29 6.31 1.34 1. 57 0.87 3.23 1.37 1.39 1.05

8.29 0.70 2.71 1.45 6.22 0.89 0.64 1.42 1.35 1.13
1.13 0.72 0.57 1.95 0.61 0.86 0.77 1.15 0.70 0.80

E 2.28 1.26 2.66 1.70 1.92 1.04 1.43 1.05 1.00 0.92
0

0.95 0.66 0.87 2.37 0.81 1.27 0.92 1.01 0.96 1.28
1. 62 0. 84 1. 04 0. 93 1. 13 1. 02 0.94 1. 49 1. 46 0. 76

'-4 1.10 0.75 1.67 1.61 1.03 1.03 0.98 1.06 2.23 1,45
0 1.75 1.69 1.05 3. 15 1. 18 1.31 1.70 1.32 1. 54 0.79

2, 14 0. 94 1. 10 0. 84 0. 73 1. 50 1. 16 1. 57 1. 4 1.27
0
0 2. 16 6.26 3.27 1.03 1.32 1. 07 2.90 1.41 1.09 0.79

1. 78 1. 91 1.05 1. 14 0. 62 1. 40 2. 25 1. 27 1. 50 0, 90



Type of Crown area Tree frequency
population Forest type Forest type

I II In IV V I II Ill IV V

2.95
0.85
1.87
0.44
2. 18
0.88
2.69
0.78
1.76
1.21

1.76
0.85
5. 18
0.73
2.29
0.78
1.20
0.66
1.23
0.64

4.84
2.45
1. 49
2.42
1.40
0.99
2.54
0.79
2.14
0.90

Appendix C (Continued)

Table 2. (Continued)

4.04
1.75
270
1.77
1.47
1.75
2.05
1.39
2.63
0.85

3.61
1.66
0.97
0.88
1.61
0.98
1. 79
1.08
1.75
1.43

2.85
0.62
5.41
2.65
0.64
0.87
0.64
0.82
0.62
1.07

1.57
1.09
5.78
1.03
2.01
0.92
1.63
0.70
1.10
1.09

1.21
1.50
2.6i
1.97
1.31
1.35
2.48
1.78
2.32
1.82

2.45
1.35
1.52
1.03
0.64
1,25
1.08
1.21
2.32
0.70
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7.28
1.46
1.31
0.96
1.26
1.01
0.18
1.02
0.77
0.30

2.20 1.36 4.07 2.98 5.71 2.45 2.78 0.64 3.67 1.95
1.42 0.84 4.45 1.22 1.95 1.33 0.84 1.78 1.05 1.42
2.94 1.17 1.62 1.62 2.05 2.48 7.97 1.04 1.62 2.01
0.92 1.42 2.47 1.26 1.70 0.64 1.55 2.17 0.67 2.68
3.01 1.42 0.96 1.20 4. 17 0.89 3.58 0.91 0.60 0.93
1.40 1,36 1.30 1.34 1.93 1.21 1.28 1.72 1.32 2.66
3.19 0.57 1.62 0.83 2.82 0.83 1.60 1.01 086 1.28
1.49 0.96 1.39 1.64 2.92 1.08 0.95 1.91 1.05 2.49
2. 73 0.69 1. 13 1. 10 2. 45 0. 77 0. 81 0. 99 1.66 1.06
1.18 0.97 1.79 1.18 4.81 0.83 1.30 1.85 0.72 1.31

a

a
a)

a

I
I



Appendix D

Table 1. Confidence intervals (95%) for Holgate's 1ratio test (Z) for small s and t and sample size of 200.

'Derived from Holgate (66), based on Kendall and Stuart's (80, p. 235).

Table 2. Confidence intervals (95%) for Holgate's correlation test (r ) for small s and t and sample size of 200. 1

1berived from Holgage (66), based on Kendall and Stuart's (80, p. 235).

t 1 2

S

3 4

2 0.4600-0. 5400

3 0.3006-0. 3660 0.6340-0.6994

4 0.2232-0. 2768 0. 4601-0. 5399 0.7232-0. 7768
5 0. 1776-0. 2268 0. 3722-0. 4277 0. 5723-0. 6277 0. 774-0.8226

t 1 2 3

2 0. 5975-0. 8167

3 0.4552-0.6996 0.7435-0. 8895

4 0.3519-06481 0.6154-0.7988 0. 8112-0. 9208



APPENDIX E

List and Definitions of Flow Chart Symbols

IF = population index variable, I = 1, 2, , 5.

M systematic fixed plot sampling index variable,
= 1, 2, , 8.

MM systematic variable plot sampling index variable,
MM 10, 11,..., 15.

KAREA = crown area

NO = freq. numberof trees

RHO = density (number of treestunit area)

R(A) expected average distance in completely random popu-
lation by element method

R(C) = coefficient of randomization as computed by element
method

R(A*A) = average distance from random tree to its nearest
neighbor squared in a population

U value of normal deviate test for element method

W = average of distances from random points to nearest
neighbor squared ii the point method

R(M) coefficient of randomization by the point method

Z(1J) = Holgate s ratio test based on I and J nearest
neighbors, I and J 1,2, 5.

th thR(1 J) = Holgate s correlation test based on I and J nearest
neighbors, IandJ = l,2,",5.

= the mean distance from random points squared to the
N nearest neighbor

= Hopkin's coefficient of aggregation based on measure-
ment to Nth nearest neighbors, I = 1, 2, , 5.
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Figure 1. A condensed flow chart for the computer simulation
program "TREEPOP" for this study.
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CALCULATE
SH[EUS RANDOM,

SYSTEMATIC
& STRATIFIED

VARIANCE

SET UP
ARRAYS FOR

USE IN
ANOVA

V

WRITE
ARRAYS

V

CALCULATE
SUMS FOR
USE IN

ANOVA

4
CALCULATE
COCHRANS
SYSTEMATIC
VARIANCE

V
CALCULATE
COCHRANS
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VARIANCE
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Appendix E (Continued)

\ OUTPUT

571'> VARIANCES

17

CALCULATE
RATIOS

OF
VARIANCES

ACCUMULATE
KAREA &

TREE COUNT
FOR VARIABLE

PLOT

CALCULATE
VARIABLE

PLOT FREQ.

SET UP FOR
VARIABLE
PLOT CALC.

2 x 12
MMi- 10
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\ OUTPUT /
\ RATIOS/

4.7

\ READ FS /
\ FOR /
\ VARIABLE/
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H
6x4

MM- 13

12 x 2
MM - 15

FIND Nth
NEAREST

NEiGHBORS
ELEMENT
METHOD

CALCULATE
DISTANCES,

RHO, R(A), R(C)
R(A*A) &U

\ OUTPUT /
\ RJ-IO,R(A) /
\ R(C),U&
\ R(A*A)

FIND Nth
NEAREST

NEIGHBORS
BY POINT
METHOD

CALCULATE
(DISTANCE),

W, R(M), Z(1, J)
RI J) ,XB, V(W)
ANb A(T)
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OUTPUT

(I,J)
/

B,V(W) &
A(fl

GENERATE
2O% RANDOM
POPULATION

IF = 2

GENERATE
COMPLETELY

RANDOM
POPULATION

IF 3

GENERATE
COMPLETELY

RANDOM
POPULATION

IF 4
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GENERATE
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REWIND
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STOP
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Appendix E (Continued)

The Computer Simulation Program 'TREEPOP'
Designed and Used on the CDC 3300

Computer for this Study

PROGRAM TREEPOP
REAL KG,NG
TYPE DOUBLE(2) LR,LLR,LLRR
COMMON L1,L2
COMMON IA(4),IO(1000),QRB(6)
COMMON LX(28OO),Ly280Q),LK(280Q),K$V48,48)
COMMON KR(48),C(48) ,NR(48),VK(8,6) VN(8,6)
COMMON NSV(48,48) KC(48) ,RK(86} ,RN(8,6) ,JX(24)
COMMON RBE(5),WB(5) ,RM(5) ,ZTOT(5,5),COR'5,5)
COMMON JY(24) ,TC(24,6) ,CA(24,6) ,DM(35,5 ,DMIN(5)
COMMON DTCT(5),RBA(5) ,STCT(5,5)TQ(24,5)
DIMENSION NM(].2,16) ,KA(12,16) ,CAF(5)
DIMENSION uR(6),QR(o) ,SDTCT(6),QR2(6)
EQUIVALENCE(LR,L1)
PAUSE 04
NPOP=-1
LLR=372946
LLRR=I000B
IDN=25
DF=2.2
CAF(1)=1000$CAF(2)=1500$CAF(3)=Z000
1 $CAF(4)=2500$CAF(5)3QoO
DO 4 J=l,5
DO 4 11,35

4 DM( I,J)=I *SQRTF(43560./CAF(J)/4.)
3004 FORMAT(11R6)

READ( 60, 3004) ARA ,ARB , AU ,ARH AWB ,ARM AZ ,ACR ,AQ
1 ,ARAS,ARR,ARHO2,ADTGT,ASUMW,AVW,AAA,AQ2
READ(60,101)(Jx(J},Jy(I),I=l,24)

101 FORMAT(2413)
REWIND 04
rp=1
L=0

13 CONTINUE
DO 10 11,12
DO 10 J1,16
NMU ,J)=0

10 KA(I,J)=0
DO 1310 1=1,24
DO 1310 J=1,6

172



Appendix E (Continued)

TC( I ,J )CA (I ,J )TQ( I ,J ) 0
1310 CONTINUE

11
GO TO (11,1001,1002,1003,1004,999) P

C

C-COMPUTE KARE,A AND FREQ AND ACCUMULATE
11 READ(60,100)M,LX( I) ,LY I ,DLDS

100 FORMAT( 14,215,2F5.0)
NPOP=NPOP+ 1
GO TO (4020s12)EOFCKF(6O)

12 LK(I)=3.2917*DL*DS.5
5 N=L*4+1

I 0 (N) I

IO(N+1 )LY( I)
IO(N+2)=LX( I)
IO(N+3)=LK( 1)
LL+1
IF(L.EQ.25Q )14,19

14 L0
15 GO TO (151616,16)UNITSTF(04)
1 BUFFER OUT(04,1)(IQ,IO(1000))
17 GO TO (17,19,18,18)UNITSTF(04)
18 BACKSPACE 04

GO TO 15
19 K=LX(I)/20+1

J=LY (I) / 20+1
KA(K,J)=KA(K,J)LK(I)
NM(K,J ) =NM(K,J )+1
GO TO (6,211,311,411,511)IP

6 1=1+1
GO TO 11

20 N=L*4+1
DO 22:22 1N,1000

2222 IO(I)=99999
BUFFER OUT (04,1) (10,10(1000))
DO 21 11,12
DO 21 J1,16
NM (I ,J) =MM (I ,J ) *4

21 KA (I ,J ) =KA (I ,J ) *4

C

C-SETUP ARRAY FOR FIXED PLOT CALCULATIONS
31 11=2

JYLIM16
JXLIM=12
XIY=192
NT 1M8
M1
,JJ=2
GO 10 381

32 11=3

173
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M 2
JJ2
GO 10 381

33 11=2
M=3
JJ = 4

GO 10 381
34 11=3

M4
JJ=4
GO 10 381

35 11=4
M=5
JJ=4
GO 10 381

36 11=6
M6
Jj=4
GO TO 381

37 11=4
M7
JJ=8
GO TO 381

38 11=6
M8
JJ=8

381 MZ=M'
39 NN=O

WRITE(61,3590)IP
IF (MZ .GE .9)3587 ,3588

3587 WRITE(61,3589)LL
3589 FORMAT(1}-I ,4HCAF{,11,1F-1))
3588 DO 40 K=1,JJ

DO 40 L1,II
N N = N N +1

MM=0
DO 40 i=K,JYLIM,JJ
DO 40 J=L,JXLIM,I1
MM=MM+1
KSV(NN,MM)=KA(J, I)

40 NSV(NN,MM)=t4M(J,I)
C

C-CALCULATE SUMS FOR USE IN AMOVA
K11*JJ
N=XTY/K

C

C OUTPUT ARRAYS
359 FORMAT(IH1)

DO 41 I=1,N
41 WRITE(61,115)(KSV(J,r),J=1,K)



C

CVSYSTEMAT
XK
YN
VK(M,3
VN(M,3
DO 52
VK(M,3

52 VN(M,3
VK(M,3
VN(M3

C
CVRANDOM

VK(M,
VN(M,
VK(M,
VM(M,
DO 55
VK CM,

VN(M,
DO 55
VK CM,

55 VN(M,
VK(M,

IC

KG/X*KG
=NG/X*NG
11 ,K
)=VK(M,3)+KC(I)*1.*KC(J)
)=VN(M,3)+NC{ I )*j\Cj I)

)VK(M,3)/ (Y*y*X)
)=VN(M,3 )/ (Y*Y*X)

AND VSTRATIFIED
1) =KG/X*KG/Y
1 ) =NG/X*NG/Y
2) VK(M,1)
2) VN (M,i
J=1 ,N

2)VK(M,2)+KR(J)/X*KR(j)
2 )=VN C Ms 2) +NR ( J ) /X*NR (J)

1=1 ,K
1 )=VK CM,1 )+KS\/( I ,J)*1.*K5V( I J)
1 )VN(M,1 )+NSV( I ,j)*NSV( I ,J)
2)=(VK(M,1)VK(M,2))/(Y*(X-1.))
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115 FORMAT 1HO,1217/2H,1217,'3H,1217/4H,1217)
DO 42 i=1,N

42 WRITE(61,115) (NSV(J,1) ,J=i,K)
DO 45 I=l,K
KC (I) =0

45 NC(I)=0
DO 46 J=1,N
KR (J ) 0

46 NR(J)=O
NG=KG=0
DO 50 I=1,K
DO 50 J1,N
kc r )=KC( i )+KSV( i ,
KR(J)=KR(J)+KSV(I,J)
KGKG+KSV( I,J)
NCII)=NC(I)+NSV(I,J)
NR(J)=NR(J)+NSV(I,J)

50 NG=N4G+NSV(I,J)
AVEC=KG/XTY
AVEN=NG/XTY
1RI1EC61 ,1 )AVEC,AVEN

1 FORMAT(17H AVE. KAREA AND N,2F15.5)
C

CCALCULATE VARIANCES
C

CCOCHRANS METHOD
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VK(M,1)=VK(M,1)/(X*y_i.)*çXTy-.y),XTY/Y
VN (M 1) =VN ( M, 1 ) / (X*Y*1 ) * XTY-Y) /XTY /Y
VK(M,2 }VK(M,2)*(XTyy )/XTY/Y
VN(M,2)VN(M,2)*(x'ry-y),xTy/y

C

C-SHIELJS METHOD
C

C-V-SYSTEMATIC AND V-RANDOM AND VSTRATIFIED
VK (M ,4 ) =-KG/X/Y*KG
VN (M,4 ) =-NG/X/Y*NG
VK(M,6)=VK(M,4)
VN(M,6)=VN(M,4)
DO 57 11,K
VK(M,6)=VK(M,6)+KC(I)/y*Kc(1)
VN ( M,6 =VN ( M,6 ) +NC ( I) / y*NC( I)
DO 57 J=1,N
VK(M,4)=VK(M,4)K5v(I,J)*1.*Ksv(l,J)

57 VN(M,4)=VN(M,4)+Nsv( I ,J)*NSV( I ,J)
VK(M,4)VK(M,4)/(X*y_1,),y
VN(M,4)=VN(M,4)/(X*y_1.),y
IF(MZ.EQ.1)157,158

157 PRATVN(M,4)/NG*48,*48,
WRITE(61 ,159)PRAT
DRAT=NG/48.
WRITE( 61 ,159)DRATr

159 FORMAT(1HO,5HPRAT=,F2c.7)
158 VK(M,6 )=VK(M,6 )/X/Y

VN(M,6)=VN(M,6)/X/Y
VK(M,5)=VK(M,2)/(XTY-Y)*XTY
VN(M,5)=VNM,2),(XTy-y)*xTy
GO TO (32,3,34,35,36,37,38,571,

1 71,72,73,74,75,571 )MZ
C
C OUTPUT VARIANCE ARRAYS

571 WRITE(61,3590)IP
3590 FORMAT(1H1,4HPOP(,I1,1H)

IF (MZ.GE.9) 2590,2591
2590 WRITE(61,3589)L.L
2591 WRITE(61 ,3591)
3591 FORMAT(1HO,ÔHKAREA ,7X,31-4VRC,11X,4HVSTC,11X,

1 4HVSYC,12X,3HVRS,llx,4HVsTS,1IX,4HvsYs/1H)
3592 FORMAT(1HO,ÔHNUMBR ,7X3HVRC,11X,4HVSTC,1iX

1 4HVSYC,12X,3HvRS,llx,4HvsTs,11X,4HVsys/1H)
DO 572 M1,NTIM

572 WRITE(61,105) (VK(M,I),I=1,6)
105 FORMAT(1H , 6X,6F15.2)

WRITE(61 ,3592)
DO 573 M=1,NTIM

573 WRITE(61,105) (VN(M,I),I1,6)
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C-COMPUTE RATIO TABLE
DO 60 M1.NTIM
RK(M,1)=VK(M,1 )/VK(M,2)
RK(M,2)VK(M,l)/VK(M,3)
RK(M,3)VK(M,2)/VK(M,3)
RN(M,1)=VN(M,1)/VN(M,2
RM(M,2)VN(M,1)/vN(M,3)
RN(M,3)=vN(M,2)/VN(M,3)
RK(M,4)=VK(M,4)/VK(M,5)
RN(M,4)VN(M,4)/vN(M,5)
RK(M,5)VK(M,4)/VK(M,6)
RN(M,5)=vN(M,4)/vN(M,6)
RK(M,6)=VK(M,5)/VK(M,6)
RN(M,6)VN(M,5)/vN(M,6)

60 CONTINUE
C
C OUTPUT RATIO ARRAYS

WRITE(61,3590)IP
IF ( MZ .GE .9) 2593 2594

2593 WRITE(61,3589)LL
2594 WRITE(61,3593)
3593 FORMAT(1HO,ój-jKAREA ,4X,8HVRC/VSTC,7X,8HVRC/VSYC,6X,

19HVSTC/VSYC,7X,8HVRSIVSTS,7X,8HVRS/VSYS,
I 6X,9HVSTS/VSYS/1H)

3594 FORMAT(1HO,6HNLJt4BR ,4X,8HVRC/VSTC,7X,
1 8HVRC/VSYC,6x,9HVSTC/VsyC)
DO 1601 M1,NTIM

1601 WRITE(61,110} (RK(M.I),I=1.6)
WRITE (61.3594)
DO 1602 M=1,NIIM

1602 WRITE(61.110) (RN(M,I ) ,11.6)
110 FORMAT(1H 6X ,ÔF1S.6)

IF(MZ.EQ.14)400, 1603
C
C VARIABLE PLOT
C
C - ACCUMULATE KAREA AND TREE COUNT FOR VARIABLE PLOT
1603 DO 630 K=1,24

DO 629 I=1,t4POP
rF(IABS(Lx(J)-Jx(Kfl.GT.35)629,620

620 IF(IABS(LY(I)-JY(K) ).GT.35)629621
621 IF( IABS(LX( I)-JX(K) ).GT.20)16211622

1622 IF( IABS( LYC I )-JY (K)> .GT.20) 16211623
1623 CA (K,6)=CA (K,6)+LK(I)

IC (K,6 ) =TC (K,6 )+1.

1621 D2.54*SQRTF( (LX(I}JX(K) )*tLX(I)JXK))+j,*
1 (LY( I )-JY( K) )*(LY( I )-JY(K) )

ICS9RTF(LK( 1)/3.2917
IF( IC.GT.35)623,624
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623 G=35
624 DO1629 J=1

IF (DM( IC J-D) 1629 ,627 ,628
627 IC(K,J)=TC(K,Jj-.5*CAF(J)/LK( H

CA(K,J>=CA(K,J)-.5*CAF(J)
628 TC(K,J)=TC(K,J)+CAF(J)/LK( I)

CA (KJ }=CA( K,J )+CAF (J)
TQ(K,J )TQ K,J )+1

1629 CONTINUE
629 CONTINUE

3003 FORMAT1H R,5F12.4/1H
630 CONTINUE

C

C - CALCULATE V.P. FREQUENCIES
DO 400 LL=1,6
XTY2=O.
TOTQSSQ=X1Y=0.
DO 70 K1,24
TOIQ=TOTQ+TQ(K,LL)
XTYXTY+TC(K,LL)
XTY2=XTY2+1( K ,LL) *TC( K ,LL
SSQ=SSQ+TQ(K,LL)*TQ( K,LL)
I=(K-1 )/4+1
JK-4*( (K-1)/4)
KAJ,I)=CA(K,LL)+.5

70 NM(J,I )=TC(K,LL)+.5
OR (LL)

=(SSQ_TOTQ*TOTQ/24.)/(TOTQ/24.i/23.
SDTOT (LL)XTY/247741.
QR2(LL)=24.*XTY2-XTY*XTY/24.)/23./XTY
QRB(LL )XTY/24.
II =2

JYLI M=6
JXLIM=4
X T Y 24

N11M6
M1
MZ=9
JJ=1
GO TO 39

71 11=1
M2
MZ=10
J'J=3

GO TO 39
72 11=2

M=3
MZ=11
JJ=2
GO 10 39
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73 11=2
M4
MZ=12
JJ=3
GO 10 39

74 11=4
M5
M Z 13
JJ=2
GO TO 39

75 11=4
M6
MZ=14
J,J=3
GO 10 39

400 CONTINUE
WRITE( 61,3003 )AQ (QR( I) , I=1'5) ,ARHO2 , (SDTOT( I) 11'5)
WRITE(61,3003)AQ2,(QR2(I),I=1,5),AQ2,(QRB(I),11,5)

C
C - FIND THE N-TH NEAREST NEIGHBOR
C

C ELEMENT METHOD
RHO=0.
DO 450 I=1,NPOP
IF(LX(J).GE.2O441,45O

441 IF(LX(I).LE.219)442,450
442 IF(LY(I).GE.20)443,450
443 IF(LY( I) .LE.299)44,450
444 RHO=RHO+1
450 CONTINUE

RHO=RHO/280 ./200 ./2 54/2.54
WRITE(61 ,3590) IP
WRITE(61 ,3033 )ARH,RHO

3033 FORMAT(1HO,R6,F12.6)
SRHOSQRTF (RHO)
RE=1 / (2 .*SRHO)
DO 451 11,5
SDTOT( I )0.

451 DTOT(I)=O.
DO 710 JJJ1,200
DO 699 I1,5

699 DMIN(I)=199
DC=O

700 LR=LLR*145B+51213F3
L1=AND( Li ,00000077B)
L L R= L R

L2=AND C L2 ,77777000B)
LR=LR/LLRR
L2 L2-NPOP* (L2 /NPOP.)
IF(LX C L2) .LT.20 ) 700,771
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771 IF(LX(L2 ).GE.219)700,772
772 IF(LY(L2 ).L1.20)700,773
773 IF(LY(L2).GE.299)700,774
774 MP1

IF C L2 .ME .0 ) 701, 700
701 DO 709 I=1,MPOP

IF( I.NE.L2 )72,7O9
702 IF C IABS( LX (I) -LX (L2) ) .01. IDN) 709,703
703 IF(IABS(LY(I)-LYL2) ).GT.IDN)709,704
704 D=2.54*SQRTF (LY(I)-LY(L2) )*(LY(I)-LY(L2) )+1.*

1 (LX (I) -LX ( L2) ) * (LX (I ) -LX ( L2))

C

C-TF4E VARIABLE 1DM MUST BE SET FOR EACH
C- NATURAL POP(SPARSEST AREA INDEX)

DO 705 J1,5
IF C D.GT.DM IN(J ) ) 705, 706

705 CONTINUE
GO TO 709

706 JJ=5-J
DC=DC+ 1
DO 7Q7 K1,JJ
KK=1-K

707 DMIN(KK5)=DMIN(KK4)
DMIN (J )D

709 CONTINUE
DO 1710 1=1,5
SDTOT( I )SDTOT( I )+RM( I)

1710 DIOT( I)=DT0T( I )+DMIN( I)
710 CONTINUE

DO 711 1=1,5
RBA( I )=DTOT( I )/200.
SDTOT( I) SDTOT (1)/200.
RBE( I )=RBA( I )*2.*SRHO
UR(I)=(RBA(I)-RE )*SQRTF(200.)*SRHO/.26136

711 CONTINUE
WRITE(61,3595)(I,I=1,5)

595 FORMAT(1HO,6HNEARST,5(17,5X)/1H
WRITE ( 6130O3 )ARA. ( RBA( 1) , 11,5) ,ARB, I RBE C I) I=1'5)

1 ,AU,1:UR(I),I=1,5),ARA5,(SDTOT(I),I=1,5)
C

C POINT METHOD
DO 712 1=1,5
UR (I) SDTOT (I)
DTOT( I )SDTOT( I )0.
STOIC I )0.
DO 7L2 K1,5
CORI I ,K)0.

712 ZTOT(I,K)=O.
DO 810 JJJ=1200
DO 799 1=1,5
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799 DMINiI)=199
DC=0
ICOR=i

800 LR=LLR*145B512138
LiAND (Li O0000077B)
LLR=LR
L2=AND ( L2, 77777 000B)
L R LR / L L RR

GO TO(881,883)ICQR
881 LLX=L2-219*(L2/2].9)1

IF ( LLX LI. 20) 800 ,882
882 1C0R2

GO TO 800
883 LLY=L2299*(L2/299)1

IF (LLY.LT.20)800,884
884 MP=2
3007 FORMAT(1H 3I5)

DO 808 11,NPOP
IF C IABS( LX (I) -LLX) .GT. ION) 808,803

803 IF(IABS(LY( I)-LLY).GT.IDN)808,804
804 D=2.54*SQRTF( (LY(I)-LLY)*(LY(I)-LLy)+(LX(I)-

1 LLX)*CLX( I)-LLX)*1.)
DO 805 J1,5
IF (D.GT .DM IN(J ) ) 805, 806

805 CONTINUE
GO TO 808

806 JJ=5-J
DC=DC+1
DO 807 K=1,JJ
KK1-K

807 DMIM(KK+5=DMIN(KK4)
DMIN(J)=D

808 CONTINUE
DO 1810 1=1,5
ZMIN=DMIN L)*DMIN(I)
DIOTC I )DTOT( I )+ZMIN
SDIOT( I) SDTOT (I )+DMIN( I)
STOT( I )=SI0T( I )+ZMIN*ZMIN
KI+1
DO 1810 J=i,5
WMIN=DMIN( J )*jj\(J)
COR( I ,J) COR( I ,J)+ZMIN*WMIN
IF (DMIN( I) *DMIN(J) .NE.O.)1809 1810

1809 ZIOT(J,J)=ZIOT(I,J)+ZMIN/WMIN/200.
1810 CONTINUE
810 CONTINUE

DO 1811 1=1,5
DO 1811 J1,5

1811 COR( I,J)=(COR(I,J)-DTOT( I)*DTOT(J)/200.)/SQRTF
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1 ((STOT(1)_DTOI(I)*DTOTU)/200.)*STOT(J)*
1 DTOT(J)/200.))
WRITE(61,3003)(ARR,(COR(I,K),I=1,5),K=1,5)
DO 811 1=1,5
DO 1812 J=1,5

1812 COR1,J)=COR(I,j)*SQRTF(198.)lSQRTF
1 (1-COR( I,J)*COR( I,J)
WB( I )=DIOT (I) /200.
RM(I)=3.15738*WB(I)* RHO
SDTOT( I )SDTOT( 1)/200.
STOI( I ) (STOT( I )-DTOT( I )*DTOT (1)/200.) 199.

811 CONTINUE
WRITE(61,3595)(I,11,5)
WR lIE ( 613003 )AWB ( WB( 1) , 1=1,5) ,ARM,(RM(I)

1 1=1,5) ,(AZ, (ZTOT( I ,K) (1=1,5) ,K1 ,5) , (ACR
1 , (COR( I ,K) ,I=1,5) ,K=1 ,5)
DO 2811 1=1,5

2811 WB(I)=DTOT(I)/200./UR(I)
WRITE(61,3003)ADTOT,(DTOT(I),I=1,5),ASLJMW,(SDTOT

1 (I) ,I=1,5) ,AVW, (STOT( I) 1=1,5) ,AAA, (WB( I), 11'5)
IP=IP+1
GO TO 13

C

C: - GENERATE 20 PERCENT RANDOM POPULATION
1001 DO 905 I=1,NPOP
905 LX(I)=320*(LX(I) )+LY(I)

MPOPNPOP/ 5
DO 910 I=1,MPOP
ICOR=1

915 LRLLR*1458+51213B
L1AND(L1,00000077B)
LLRLR
L2=AND( L2,77777000B)
LRLR/LLRR
GO TO(9O6,907)ICOR

906 N2=L2_NPOP*(L2/NPOP)+1
ICOR=2
GO TO 915

907 L2=L2-76799*(L2/76799.)+1
DO 908 J1NPOP
IF(L2.NE.LX(J) )908,9],5

908 CONTINUE
LX (N2 ) =L2

910 CONTINUE
I P=2

L0
DO 211 I=1,NPOP
LY (I) LX (I) -320* (LX (1)/320)
LX( I )LX( I )/320
GO TO 5
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211 CONTINUE
GO 10 20

C

C - GENERATE COMPLETELY RANDOM POPULATION
1002 DO 919 I=1,NPOP
919 LX(I)=320*(LX(I) )+LY(I)

DO 920 I=1,NPOP
ICOR=1

916 LR=LLR*145B+51213B
L1=AND(L1,00000077B)
LLRLR
LRLR/LLRR
L2=AND(L2,007777778)+1
IF (L2.LT.76800 ) 996,916

996 DO 917 J1,I
IF(L2.NE.LX(J))917,916

917 CONTINUE
LX (I) =L2

920 CONTINUE
I P3
L0
DO 311 I=1,r4POP
LY( I )=LX( I )-320*(LX( I) /320)
LX( I )=LX(I )/320
GO 10 5

311 CONTINUE
GO TO 20

C

C - GENERATE COMPLETELY UNIFORM POPULATION
1003 D=SQRTF(640.*240./NPOP/3.**.25

DH=D/2
DP=SQRTF (3, )*
NJ=240/D
NI =320/OP
DO 1101 I=l.NI
DY=(DF+( I-1)*DP)*100.
DX=( (1-I )/2*2+I-2)*DH+DF
DO 1100 J=1,NJ
K=(I-1)*NJ+J
IF(K.LT.NPOP) 1095,1101

1095 LX(K)=(DX+(J-1 )*D)
1100 LYCK)DY/100.
1101 CONTINUE

.1 P=4

L0
DO 411 I=1,NPQP
GO TO 5

411 CONTINUE
GO 10 20
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C * GENERATE PARTIALLY UNIFORM POPULA1QN
1004 NZ=NPOP/5

DO 1200 I=l,NI
1150 LR=LLR*145B+51213B

L1AND(L1 ,00000077B)
LLR=LR
L R L R / L L R R

L2=AND C L2,007777778 )+1
IF(L2.LT.76800) 1151,1150

1151 N2=L2
1152 LRLLR*145B+51213B

L1=AND( Li ,00000077B)
LLRLR
L R = L R / LL RR

L2=AND(L2,000077775)
I F(L2.LT.NPOP)1153 ,1152

1153 LY(L2)=N2-320*(N2/320)
LX(L2)=N2/320

1200 CONTINUE
I P=5

L0
DO 511 11,NPOP
GO TO 5

511 CONTINUE
GO TO 20

999 NFIN=L*4+1
DO 1999 I=NFIN,1000

1999 IO(I)=99999
BUFFER 0UT(04,1) (10,10(1000))

1998 GO TO (1998,1997,1997,1997)UNIISTF(04)
1997 ENDFILE 04

REWIND 04
CALL UNLOAD (04)
STOP
END
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Table 1. An example of partitioning total number of trees of forest Type I into 192 sampling
units (one quarter of an acre) in the form of a 12 by 16 two dimensional array by
the computer.

185

Y-
Coordinate

X-Coordinate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 15 13 13 8 20 17 11 13 10 13 19 11

2 11 16 9 5 12 13 7 22 10 14 18 13

3 14 12 12 9 6 9 9 10 14 5 9 12

4 15 14 10 12 5 8 13 19 20 6 7 18

5 11 12 17 8 11 16 8 10 14 8 12 16

6 11 9 9 12 14 7 16 15 18 12 12 17

7 12 15 14 11 12 22 11 8 12 12 13 11

8 11 7 7 14 17 9 10 13 7 7 11 10

9 12 10 12 12 12 8 12 10 5 4 9 7

10 17 13 10 10 13 13 17 15 13 13 8 12

11 17 15 7 9 5 10 6 7 12 6 13 11

12 21 12 7 12 7 3 9 7 7 7 15 9

13 12 12 12 9 9 13 11 17 10 19 9 10

14 7 7 12 10 7 16 8 11 7 11 8 1Q

15 12 12 9 13 8 11 6 9 12 32 19 21

16 8 12 6 10 9 9 14 11 13 21 10 15
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Table 2. An example of exhaustive two dimensional systematic sampling (with sampling internal
of K = K1 x K = 4 x 2 = 8) for tree frequency of forest Type I from two dimensional
array of 12 by 16 given in Table 1, by the computer.

186

Possible
number of All possible systematic samples = K 16

stratum 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 15 13. 11 16 14 12 15 14

2 13 8 9 5 12 9 10 12

3 20 17 12 13 6 9 5 8

4 11 13 7 22 9 10 13 19

5 10 13 10 14 14 5 20 6

6 19 11 18 13 9 12 7 18

7 11 12 11 9 12 15 11 7

8 17 8 9 12 14 11 7 14

9 11 16 14 7 12 22 17 9

10 8 10 16 15 11 8 10 13

11 14 8 18 12 12 12 7 7

12 12 16 12 17 13 11 11 10

13 12 10 17 13 17 15 21 12

14 12 12 10 10 7 9 7 12

15 12 8 13 13 5 10 7 3

16 12 10 17 15 6 7 9 7

17 5 4 13 13 12 6 7 7

18 9 7 6 12 13 11 15 9

19 12 12 7 7 12 12 8 12

20 12 9 12 10 9 13 6 10

21 9 13 7 16 13 11 9 9

22 11 17 8 11 6 9 14 11

23 10 19 7 11 12 32 13 21

24 9 10 8 10 19 21 10 15




